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Abstract 

In this thesis we analyse sev(:ral spcltial structures, built from percolation modds, by 

means of an approach used so far in the field of network science, In first chapter we 

summarize the major network concepts and characterizations that ha\'e been obtained 

as regards the statistical properties of several data sets or theoretical models, \;Ve also 

give' a hri('f introduction to percolation theory and its applications, adding details ill two 

particular cases 'where mathematical results are ayailable. In the second chapter we then 

study one particular application of percolation theory to the modelling of distribution and 

species abundance at different seales. \lVe mainly focus OIl t he way percolation theory was 

used to comparc two diffcrcnt spatial pattcrns, particularly the random and the aggrcgatcd 

distribution. Our contribution consists here in shmving that percolation theory cannot 

be used to discriminate between these two patterns. \yit hout carrying out further studies 

explicitl~' introducing aggregation in the percolation model. In chapter 3. we further 

study this classif'iil site percolation m()(kl defined on a 2D Sf}lHlr(' lattice, but w(' fOCllS 

here on its statistical properties as a Spatial .\'etwork (S::'\). \\'e compare these statistical 

properties (degree distribution, cluster size distribution and occurrence of a giant cluster, 

shortest path length distribution) to those of the ",o-called random network (RK) whose 

prop('rtiC's han' b('en already ('xtellsivcly stndi('d and ar(' H',-isit('d hero. In chapter 4, w(, 

introduce t\vo ne\,' types of networks built from a multiscale percolation structure. The 

first type of construction leads to a spatial network accounting for spatial aggregation. 

The second type is associated to the multiscale percolation structure in a ,,'ay "ihich 
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aCcoullts for the hierarcbical occurrence of all iucreasing lHuubcr of nodes associat eu to 

areas of decreasing sizes and decreasing number of neighbours. In all the studied cases, 

hints coming from exploratory computer simulations and some attempts of mathematical 

calculations confirm that spatial networks, either random. aggregated or multi scale may 

exhibit very different. statistical propcrties t11a11 thosc obtained so far 011 other types of 

classical net\vorks. The results presented here ill some simple case studies may later 

provide interesting approaches to model some spatial net,vorks from the real ,"odd. 
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CHAPTF.R ONF. 

Network science and percolation 

theory: A literature review 

This chapter presents i:l literature revievv' of lletwork sciellce and percolation theory awl 

their application. outline of this chapter is as follows: First. we \"ill introduce general 

definitions and notations in the field of llet\vorks. histor~' of networks. ,'vhy subject 

has become an interesting field for research. and some examples of certain of 

real-networks. \Ye will the11 discuss some of the statistical properties used to def-icribe 

network topolog~·. such as path length, clustering coefficient. degree distribution. network 

resilience. degree correlation and the giant component. that characterize the structure and 

behavior of net\\'orked s~'stems [1]. Also. we will giYe the general t~'pes of the networks 

and their properties. Then. \ve will give a brief definition of percolatioll theory and 

applications. Here \x,'e will consider two particular cases: percolation in OIle dimension and 

the Bethe lattice. \Ve shall then link them to the network science. 
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1.1 Introduction to networks 2 

1.1 Introduction to networks 

In mathematical terms [4] a network may be represented as a graph that cOllsists of tV{() 

sets: a set of nodes (vertices, or points), V .. . 1'N ). v;hich is the fundamental unit, 

aud a set of edges (lillks). FJ , bet\\'cell pain; of 11odes. There arc N nodes and 

E edges. where each can wri Hen ~~s a pair of nodes. t:1. = ('1',. '1'J ). Two nodes 

joined b~' an edge are said to be adjacent or neighbours. The way the nodes and links 

are located are. in most cases. . The only thing that matters is which pairs of 

nodes are connectC'd to form a link and which arC' not [-1]. However, this is not the ca,<;e in 

some spatial networks. In case, the locatioll of tlw nodes is important and the type 

of connection between them on the actual neighbouring or geographical space 

(as we haw described in Chapter 3). 

A grapll is said to be COllll('ctcd whcll there is at h'ast a lillk ])('tW(,(,ll a lImh' to allY 

other node in the graph. A graph that is not connected is said to be disconnected. It is 

said to be directed or (digraphs) if its pointing in only one direction. In this case, the 

order of the two nodes in an edge is important. The graph is said to be undirected if 

it nms in t·\"O clir('ctions i. c in graphs w11('r(' 

nodes. implying that the edge betweel1 V, 

('cig(' consists of an Ilnord('l'{:d pair of 

is identical to the edge between t'j and 

1'1' A weighted graph is that \vhich has a numeric label u'(e) associated "'ith each edge. 

This weight can be a distance, connection cost (Fig. 1.1). A graph is said to be simple 

if it has at most onf' ('fig(' between each pair of nodes and no ('dge COI1l1('cts a node to 

itself (loop). Furthermore. a graph is referred to as random if some kind of randomness 
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1.1 Introduction to networks 3 

is im'olvcu in its construction [1]. 

(a) (b) (e) 

Figure l.1: Graphical representation of an undirected (a). a directed (b). and a weighted 

undirected (c) graph with N = 6 nodes. 

Recent ly t herc has been a great interest in the field of net\\'orks. The conception of 

the theory is universally attributed to Euler and his solution of the celebrated Konigsberg 

bridge puzzle [5]. Erdos interest on network theory deals with general communication 

networks. This problem was formalized by I\:ochen and Pool in the 50·s. leading them 

to the definition of random graphs [5] in which the existence of a link between any pair 

of nodes has probability p. Erdos. in collaboration with RE~nyi. pursued the theoretical 

analysis of the properties of random graphs and obtained a number of important results 

[5]. Random graph theory has since produced a prodigious number of results .. describing 

statistical properties of graphs, such as distriblltion of component (clllster) si7.cs, existence 

and size of a giant component [6], path length and degree distributions. There exist a 

number ofreviews of the area of network science. Albert and Barabasi [4] and Dorogovtsev 

and :'Iendes [7. 8] have given good reviews focusing on the physics literature and models 

of grO\\'ing networks. Other rrvirws focllsing on onr t\'IW of network has brcn givcn by 
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1.1 Introduction to networks 4 

:\CWllli:Ul l0] and Haye:s [10, who COllcelltrate 011 the small "'odd lllUdeb. A good awl 

interesting discussion of the behavior of the dynamical systems on network have been 

givell by Strogatz [12]. dynamical can often be mofelled by differential equations 

). where .T( t) = (:1:1 (t); :1:2 ( t), ... , Xn (t)) is a vector of state variables, t. is time, and 

1'(.r) (/'l(.r)./'2(:r), .... l'nCT)) is a vectur of functions tlli:lt encude the dynamics. These 

diferential equations are oftenly nonlinear. \Ve \"ill focus in the present work on static 

networks. 

Recent work on the mathematics of the ",,'rnY,v 

vat ions of t he propcrti(~s of actual Iwtworks. 

ecological webs and attempts to model 

kinds of real net\vorks. 

In generaL there are two types of networks. 

has been dri,'en largely by obser-

from COlIlllllluicatioll llctworks to 

1.1 examples of some 

networks and complex d~'Ilamical 

networks. In static llet-works the llUlllber of llodes are fixed. This type of nctwork is a 

good model for cases in which grO\vth or aging process do not playa dominant role in 

determining the structural properties of the network [27]. Examples of such cases 'will be 

considered in Chapters 3 and 4. Complex dynamical rwtworks re>r\1'CHocm all kinds of real-

world rH'tworbi snch as biological, ph~!sicaL neural networks. tIl(' internet and the \\1\\'\\'. 

All are examples composed of a large number interacting dynamical units that 

produce global complex systems. The main goal of studYing networks of 

dynamical systems is to understand the global behavior of the network and 

the extellt to ,dlich the dyuamics of the iudividual nodes aud the uetwork structure arc 

for the global behayior. In the following section ,w ,,,ill some of the 
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Network Type Nodes Edges 

W\V\V directed wcbpages hYlwrliuks 

Internet undirected routers physical link 

Ecological uptwork nIlC lircctcc 1 speCles predator-prey 

Cellular nehmrk directed substratcs ('hemical reaction 

Powcr grid l111C lirc~c:t cc 1 gCllerators 

, tallSfOl'llHT hig,h-\'01 t age trallsmissioll 

i\ 1 () \" i c act ors luHlircc'tcd actors adors havc (lct cd in a lllovic together 

S(~xllal (,Ollt net ll('t work llll(lin~ct(~d 1l1uwtll person physical relatiolls bet weeu persous 

TCl blE~ 1. 1: Diffen~nt c]:(l7l1plcs of l"ml world networks. 
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1.2 Some statistical properties of networks 6 

Figure l. 2: This figure is extracted from the excellent Newman review (1j. It shows three 

examples of the kind of networks mentioned in table 1.1. (a) A food web of prey-predator 

interactions between species. (b) The network of collaborations between scientists at a 

private research institution. (c) A network of sexual contacts between individuals. 

statistical properties of networks. 

1.2 Some statistical properties of networks 

There are many measures for networks that have been proposed and investigated. In this 

section we describe measures that could be common to networks of many different types. 

By measuring these properties one can understand the structure of a network. We shall 

define and briefly discuss them. Further discussions will follow in later sections of this 

thesis. 
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1.2 Some statistical properties of networks 7 

1.2.1 Path length 

The' characteristic pat.h length L is defined as t 11(' al'fTOfIC brt?l'(;cn any two nodes, 

or more precisel~·. the average length of the shortest path connect/.ng pair of Hodes over 

all pairs of nodes in For undirected and unweighted network, the distance 

behw~en t,,"O nodes is simply the minimal number of edge. that are required to go from one 

node to the other . For the llIlconn0ct0d nodes, the path kngth said to 1w llnhonnried. 

The distance between the two nodes v, and 1') is denoted In' The characteristic path 

length L is generall~' used to measure the global properties of a and is independent 

of local structure: 

1 
L=--

}V(l\'-l) 

where Ii) = min (all tl10 length of the iLll possihle paths going from nodes i to j). 

1.2.2 Clustering coefficient 

The clustering coefficient for a node Vi is the proportion of links between the nodes within 

its neighhourhood divided hy the numher of links that could possibl~' exist hetwem them 

[28:. It quantifies how well connected the neighbours of a giwn node in a network are 

[29] and describes the the local structure of the graph. on a selected 

node '1', in the network with kl neighbours, there would be. in the fully connected network 

k,(kl - 1)/2 edges lwtweC'll tlw nodes within tlw llC'ighhomhood. Thus tIl(' clustering 

coefficient is giwn as [4] 
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1.2 Some statistical of networks 8 

where is the lltullber of that actually exist ill the subnetwork made by the closest 

neighbours of node i. The clustering coefficient of the whole network. is then the average 

of this interconnection of node neighbours, and is equal to 

C\vs 
N 1 . 

NLe;· (1.1 ) 
i=1 

The subscript ws is included to distinguish the Watts-Stmgatz clustering coefficient. 

is an alternative definition for clustering coefficient for a whole nehvork as: 

of triangles in the 
C = --'---,----------'--------'-----'----'-

(number of connected triples) 
( 1.2) 

A triangle is a set of nodes (Vj. Vb vd. where each node is connected to the other 

tv,o. The denominator determines number of connected triples. where j is connected 

to k, and k is connectC'd to l. although l doC's not T1C'c('ssary have to he rO]1llC'cted to j. 

3 c= ~~~------ (1 

The denolllillator gives the cxpedcd HUlllber of cOllnected triples. whih' the IlUlllerator 

determines the expected number of The factor 3 in the numerator is necessary 

because each triangle gives rise to 3 connected triples. \Yhen eli's = 1. it means that the 

network is fully connected. and when C i = 0 for some i. the network is disconnected. 

1.2.3 Giant component (cluster size) 

A cluster is a subset of the network where exists at least a path between any two 

nodes, that is. a group of connected nodes. The duster size is 1 he number of nodes in this 

group, in some networks the study of cluster size distribution have widely studied. 
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1.2 Some statistical properties of networks 9 

Particularly the size of the largest cluster is an important quantity. The behaviour of the 

cluster size distribution above and below a critical density of links at which a giant cluster 

first forms is also important(see chapter 3). 

1.2.4 Degree distribution 

Information of a net,vork can be also extracted from its degree distribution, because often 

this statistical measure gives us a good sense of what the graph looks like. ~ot all the 

noell's in the network have the same number of links, so there is a spread in the number 

of links associated with a given node. For any given net,York we can measure the degree 

distribution by making a list of the degrees (the number of links attached to a given node) 

that occur in the graph aml the frequencies with which the~' appear or. in other words, 

the probabilities for each node to have a degree k. \Ve define PI. to be the fraction of 

vertices in the net,vork that have degree k. The degree distribution of a network also has 

a profound effect on the way the nebvork behaves. In particular. the existence of nodes 

in a network which has a very large number of COllllections can wholly alter the character 

of the network's dynamic. This effect has been obselTed. for example, in the behaviour 

of \i\T'W\\', the spread of sexually transmitted diseases and in food webs [30]. 

1.2.5 Degree correlation 

In most kinds of networks there are different types of nodes. and the probability of having 

hvo nodes connected depends on the types. This kind of selective linking is called assorta

bYe mixing [1]. For example. nodes with high degree may hm'e a larger probability to be 
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1.2 Some statistical properties of networks 10 

connected with large degree (tiocialnetworkti) [1. 31]. An exalllple of <Ltitiortative mixing 

is social net-works with mixing by race. A special case of assortative mixing according to 

a scalar node property is mixing according to node degree. There are two situations that 

have been shm\"11. assortative mixing and disassortative mixing. the assortative mixing 

by degree is of particular interest oecause. tiince degree ittielf a property of the network 

topology. degree correlations can give rise to senne interesting netowrk structure effects. 

Disassortative mixing refers to a situation v,here high degree nodes have majority of neigh

bours with 10\\" degree (information networks, biological networks. technological networks) 

[1. 32]. 

1.2.6 N etwor k resilience 

The resilience of networks to the removal of their nodes has been studied in a wide way 

in the literature. One can look for the importancc of this property by contiidering the 

existence of paths between two given nodes 1'1 and 1'2 in the networks. If other nodes 

are removed from the network, the length of paths between 1'1 and 1'2 may increase, 

and b\" continuously removing nodes, eventually the two selected nodes 1'1 and 1'2 become 

diticOllllccted. 1\ot all the networkti have the ticUllC level of retiiliellCe to tiuch nodeti remond. 

l\ocles in the networks can be removed in different ways. For example, b)" random nodes 

removal. or by targeting some specific class of nodes such as nodes with highest degree. 

l'vIost networks are robust against random nodes removal. and less robust to targeted 

removal [1]. :\IallY autllOrti have looked at tipecific networkti ,md titudied the cffcctti of this 

property such as in the internet network [33]. metabolic net\vorks [20]. food webs [34. 35] 
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1.3 Networks models 11 

amI email networks [JG]. 

1.3 Networks models 

::VIore attention has been paid to some types of nehvorks than others because they can be 

linkf'd to rcal-\\'orld nf'tv\'Orks. l\('xt, w(' will discuss tlw most famons models of nct.\vorks 

and their properties. 

1.3.1 Random networks and their properties 

The first serious attempt at construeting a model for large ralldom networks was tIle rall-

dom net of Rapoport and collaborators [37. 38. 1]. whicb was inciepend0ntly rediscovered 

by Erdos and Renyi defined a random graph as lY connected nodes with rz 

edg0s, ,,,hich are chosen randomly from the N(I~-l) possible edges In total. there are 

('~~(\"-l' differcllt graphs witl! N Hodes awln edges. The term randolll r(,fers to the 
-2-

disordered nature of the arrangement of links bet,,,een different To avoid confusion 

1.:3: Random Network 
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1.3 Networks models 12 

with other types of network such a random graph is altcruativcly callcu a biuomial rnoucl 

[1]. where some randomness also occurs, but because this example is widely used and 

extensivel)' studied it is referred to as the" random network" and \ye \\'ill usc \'.'oru 

throughout the present thesis. vVe start \vith 1\' nodes. and connect each pair of the 

""it h probaLility p. If G is a graph with noues auu 11 euges, the probability of obtaiuing 

it by this graph construction process is binomial [( : 

P(G) p"(l 
8(1"'-1/-r[ 

p) 2 

In the mathematical literature .. the construction of a random graph is often called the 

evolution process. Starting with a set of venice::;. the graph develops by the succes-

sive addition of random edges. The graphs obtained at different stages of this process 

correspond to larger and larger connection probabilities p. ewntually obtaining a fully 

connected graph 
. ]\'(1"; 1 the maXllllum number of edges . 2 • as p ---. 1). 

The properties of such graphs have studied extensi\'ely because of their great 

m~tthemrrtical interest. H.andom networks arC' poorly dustC'rC'cl. As \Yrrtts and Strogatz 

[21] showed. random graphs have clustering coefficient e\l'S rv f « 1. and have rrverage 

path length which is approximately given by L '" ';://:/, where k is the number of edges 

per node (the total number of neighbours for specific node). 

In large random graphs, there are several nodes with the same and the number 

of nodes with a given (degree distribution) can be calculated. Ercii)s and Renyi 

were the first to study the distribution of the maximum and minimum degree in random 

[39]. followed by Bollobas [40] \vho gave thC' full degree distribution. The degree 
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1.3 Networks models 13 

distrilmtioll for an infinite raudom graph is PoissoniarL 

P(k) 

where A is mean degree. For this reason. ER graphs are also sometimes called Poisson 

random graphs. ER random graphs are uncorrelated graphs, the are connected 

to nodes regardless of their degree. Random graphs are inadequate to describe some 

important properties of real world network, so they have been extf'nded in a variety of 

One of the most intf'resting findings of random graph theory is the of a 

critical probability at \\"hich R giant cluster forms. Translated into net\york languRge. it 

illdicates the existellce of a critical probability Pc ill a randolll network such that belmv Pc, 

the network is composf'd of isolated clusters, hut abmT' Pc, a giant cluster spans the entire 

net"'ork, which means, most of the nodes are connected to each other. This phenomenon 

is markedl~' similar to a percolation transition, a topic much studied both in mathematics 

and ill statisti<:allllechani<:s [4]. In Scc.1.4 we ,,'ill a gelleral definition of percolation 

theory and it is application. 

1.3.2 Regular networks and their properties 

A regular net work is defined as a graph where each node has exact ly 1 he same number 

of neighbours. Examples of regular networks are rectangular grids: '\Nhere all nodes have 

exactl~' four links and hexagonal lattices, where each node is connected to three other 

nodes. Passing from one node to a distant one through intermediate nodes makes long 
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1.3 Networks models 14 

path lellgths. Regular networks arc highly clustered, I.e. there is a high density of COll-

ncctions beh\'een nearby nodes. Watts and Strogatz [21] built a one dimensional (See Pig. 

1.4) with a finite number of nodes regularly distributed on a They showed that this 

netl\'ork has a clustering coefficient c'"'-' 1, and a path length L r-.J » L where k is the 

llUlllbcr of edges per vertex. The degree distribution of regular networks is the uniform 

distribution. 

Fignn~ 1.4: RrYJ11lar N ct1flork 

1.3.3 Srnall-World networks and their properties 

Small-world network means that every node can be reached from e\'ery other node b~· a 

small number of steps (links) or, more generally. a small-\vorld network is a graph with a 

combination of a short characteristic path lengt h and generally high degree clustering. 

Althongh regnlar networks and random graphs are both nseflll idealisations, many real 

net\,'orks lie somcl\-here between the extremes order and randomness. To interpolate 

bet,';een regular and random networks. \Vatts and Strogatz [21: studied what happen by 
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1.3 Networks models 15 

lllodifyillg all iuitial regular llehvork. They considered the follO\\-ing rc\\-irillg proccdure: 

• Start from a ring lattice \vith k edges per vertex . 

• Rewire each edge at random with probability p. 

Thus, if p 0, the original regular network is unchanged. but if p 1. the resulting 

network is completely random. For 0 < p < 1 they can build small-world network. The 

small-\\'orld propert~' in real networks is associated with a high clustering coefficient. like 

lattice. but short path lengths betwee1l 

lattice to a small \yorId topology strongly 

a small fraction of random links added to a 

more rapidly across the graph [21]. 

So, transitioning from a regular 

properties of the graph. For example, 

lattice allows disease to spread llluch 

Figure "I 8mall- World Network 

Intnitively, one can see why small-world nehvorks might provide a good model 

a number of situations. For ~.A.(AHL~,"'. people tend to form tight clusters of friends and 

colleagues (a regular network). but then one person mR~' move from his citv to another 

city. introducing a random 
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1.3 Networks models 16 

The re~mlts of \Yatts awl Strogatz t11e11 provide all example for the empirically observed 

phenomenon that there often seems to be surprisingly short connections between unrelated 

people. :\Ian~' empirical examples of small-world networks have been documented in fields 

ranging from cell biology to business. On the theoretical side, small-world networks are 

tuming out to be interesting to different scientists. For example. epidemiologists have 

asked how local clustering and global contacts together influence the spread of infect.ious 

disease. \"ith implications for vaccination strategies and the evolution of virulence :12]. 

neural network of a nematode worm. and the internet movie database all have the 

SaIW' t·wo characteristics. 

The degree distribution for the small world network. in the original Strogatz-vVatts-

T\('\\'man mo(kl [30. 21,11 1 ' with k L n1('aning that ('arh nodp is rOIlllPrt('d to its two 

neighbours before re\;;iring the nodes, is b~' 

P(k) = (1- p).h(p) + fJ.h·-l(P). 

",here 

is the Poisson distribution. 

Illst ('ad of rewiring ('(teh edge with a llrolmLility /J, :'\('\\'llHlll and vVatts dcrivc'd a 

slightly different procedure for making a small world graph, which is simply by inserting 

a shortcut between an~' two nodes that have been chosen randomly [21]. 
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1.3 Networks models 17 

1.3.4 Scale-Free networks and their properties 

In sonw rl'al I)('tworks, whrreas Homr no(h~s bavr a trrIl1enciOllH nllmbn of connectionH 

to other nodes, most nodes just a handful. The popular nodes, called hubs, can 

have hundreds, thousands or even millions of links. In this sense, nehvork appears to 

have no scale [-1:2]. So, scale free networks are characterised by an uneven distribution of 

connectedness. Instead of the nodes of tll('Sl' nehvorks hHving a hOIl1og(1)eolls distribution, 

some fe\,' nodes act as very connected hubs, 

Figure 1.6: Scale-free Network 

In tIl(' power-law distribution, \vhich means, most of the verticl'S have the same 1m\' 

degree but a smallnurnber of vertices have a much degree. It was found that most 

of the real \,'orld networks display such a power-la,,' degree distribution P( k) 

where r is the rjp,(Tr"." exponent. The value of 1 det many properties of the system. 

The smaller till' vahw of ~f, the more importn.nt tl)(' rolo of rho huhs is in tl)(' network. 

\Yhereas ", > 3 the hubs are not relevant. for 2 < A( < 3 there is hierarchy of huhs, with 

the most connected bl'ing in contand ,,\'iih a fraction of all nodes. Power-laws have 
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1.3 Networks models 18 

a particular role ill statistical physics because of their cOllllectiolls to phase trallsiticJlls 

and fractals [27]. The earliest and most basic model generating scale-free network was 

introduced by Barabaasi and Albert [42] by considering two main ingredients. growth and 

preferential attachment. The algorithm used is as follows: 

• Start from small number Tno of disconnected nodes. 

• Add a new vertex every step with Tn links that that are connected to an old node. 

• vVhen choosing the nodes to which the new node connects. we assume that the 

probability P that a new node will be connected to node i depends on the degree 

k, of node i, such that P rv ,,'\ . 

L.., ' 

The probabilit~· that a node obtains an additional link is proportional to its current degree 

[43]. Real world networks that are best modeled by scale-free structure include the W'W'" 

[42]. the ph~rsical structure of the internet [Iel]. social networks [42], electrical pmver grids 

[4el]. stock mark('t [45], cancerons cr11s and t 11(' dispersal of srxually transmittrd diseas(' 

[25]. 

There are two different kinds of scale-free net\vorks : 

• Scalr-fr('r nrt.works with no local dust('ring produced by ttl(' Darabclsi Alb('rt model. 

• Scale-free networks with high clustering properties as in the model by Klemm and 

Eguiluz [43]. 

Scale-free networks have certain important characteristics. They are. for instance, ro-

bust against accidental failures (removal of randomly selected nodes) but vulnerable to 
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1.4 Introduction to percolation theory 19 

coordinated attacks (the removal of few key llodes in the llct\vork) [33]. Ullderstamlillg 

characteristics could lead to new applications in man~' areas. For example, computer 

scientists might be able to devise more effective 

from crippling a network such as the internet [42]. 

for preventing computer viruses 

Random. small-world and scale free lletworks have been lllailll~' studied by mathemati-

ciano computer scientists, biologists or social \Ve nO\\' move to another type of 

net,,'ork lllainl~' studied by physicists and also used in a broad way of application, that is 

percolation netv,'orks. 

1.4 Introd uction to percolation theory 

theory is one of the simplest models exhibiting a phase transition, and the 

occurrence of critical phenomena is central to the appeal of percolation. It has been 

n....;cd to modcl the sprmding of oil in watrr [4G]. to cstimatc whcthcr onr can build 

Ilondefrctive intrgrated circuits [47], to model the infections [48] and forest 

fires [46]. From a mathematical point of view', percolation theory is attractive because it 

exhibits relations between probabilistic and algebraic 

A good introdnction to pcrmlation theory can bc fmmd in 

properties of graphs. 

50. 51]. a short rrvicv.' 

is in . In the following sections, we will give a brief definition of percolation theor~' 

and its application. vVe will discuss two cases of percolation theor~': the percohttion in 

one dimension. because it somellcnv has relation with the regular networks. and the Bethe 

lattice perroiation bccausr it is rrlatcd to infinite networks. 
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1.4 Introduction to percolation theory 20 

Percolation theory describes the behavior of connected clusters in varIOUS types of 

more or less connected regular lattice and in a random graph [.53]. It deals \vith the 

effects of varying the richness of interconnections present in a random system [54]. Let us 

assume \w have some porous material and we pour some liquid on top. "'·ill the liquid be 

able to make its way from hole to hole and reach the bottom'! \\'hat is the probability 

that an open path exists from the top to the bottom? The remarkable thing is that many 

results can often be encapsulated in a small number of simple algebraic relationships. 

There are many different variants which turn out to be identical in almost all important 

aspects. 

The best way to learn about percolation theory is by example. Imagine that we have a 

largc array of squares. And let us randomly fill in somc of thc sqnarcs (occnpiccl) whcrcas 

the other are left empty, as in Fig. 1.7. 

Fignrc l. 7: Illustration of siff: pf:rrnlation in iD squarr lattirf with orrnpif:d blark and 

empty white site. Each site is occupied with probability p. 

Let each site in the lattice be occupied at random with probability p. That is, each 

sitc. occupied (with probability p) or cmpty (with probability (1 - p)). is independent 

of the status (empt~· or occupied) of any other site in the lattice. \Ve call this p the 
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1.4 Introduction to percolation theory 21 

Figure 1.8: This figure is extracted from (2j, it shows the configurations of the percolat'ion 

problem. Th e left figure show,'; a configuration generated with occupation probability p = 

0.5. The right figure shows a configuration generated with occupation probability p = 0.6 

. The largest cluster is marked. 

occupation pTObability or concentration. For tim all values of this probability, we see mostly 

isolated occupied sites with occasional pairs of neighbouring sites that are both occupied. 

If neighbouring sites are both occupied, we call it a cluster. We can explain more precisely 

what we mean by clusters by saying: A cluster is a group of occupied sites connected by 

nearest neighbours distances . As the occupation probability (concentration) increases , we 

get more clusters. So the cluster on the whole gets larger, see Fig. 1.8. If the probability 

p of the site being occupied increases, several things happen. Most importantly, at a 

particular value of occupation probability, many of the sites become joined into one giant 

cluster that spans the entire array both vertically and horizonta.lly [55]. This critical value 

of occupation probability is known as percolation threshold (pcJ. Percolation theory deals 

with the number and properties of the clusters and the value of percolation threshold, 

and studies the topology of the lattice in the vicinity of the percolation threshold . 
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1.4 Introduction to percolation theory 24 

the conditions that are used to decide whether a tree ignites its neighbour, one 

can account for environmental influences such as the direction of the wind or the 

humidity of air. 

• Oil fields: Percolation theory has also been applied in the oil industry to predict 

thr amount of oil tlw,t a wrll will produce. Prrcolation theon' um be llsed in this 

case as a simple model for the distribution of the oil or gas inside porous rocks or 

oil reservoirs. The probability that a site is occupied in the percolation problem 

corresponds to the porosity or the average concentration of oil in the rock. In order 

to obtain ~ood oil production from a well, it is desirable to position thE' well in an 

area with high porosity. In order to predict the amount of oil that will be produced, 

one needs to estimate the porosity of the rock in the area ,,-here the oil reservoir is 

assumed to be located . 

• Percolation theory in Physics and Chemistry: In order to present the application 

of percolation theory to physics or chemistry, ,ye are going to start by considering 

a phenomenon which almost everyone is acquainted with and which can be ap

proached using percolation theory. This phenomenon is the boiling of an egg or, 

more precisely, the process through which the ~-olk and the albumen change their 

consistency. The considered phenomenon is in fact gelation. the formation of a 

network of chemical bonds, which span the ,,-hole system. The interest in such 

prohlrms startrcl with thr study of polymerization. The initial attempts tried to 

understand how small branching molecules form larger and larger macromolecules 
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1.5 The mathematics of percolation 25 

if more (lmllllore chemical moleculei:l are formed between the originalmoleculei:l. In 

this situation. the initial small molecules correspond to the sites of the lattice and 

the macromolecules to the clusters. 

1.5 The mathematics of percolation 

1.5.1 Definition and example 

The literature devoted to percolation theory is enormous. and spans the fields of math-

ematics and statistical physics. as well as a variety of engineering and other applied 

disciplines [64]. As \ve mentioned before, percolation theory studies the emergence of 

pathi:l that percolate through the lattice, for i:llllall JJ only a few edgei:l arc present, tllUi:l 

only small clusters of nodes connected by edges can form. but at the critical probability 

Pc. a percolating clusters appears. This clusters is also called an infinite clusters, because 

its size diverges as the size of the lattice increases [4]. In the following section we \",ill 

dii:lcui:li:l the central quantitiei:l of interci:lt in percolation theory. 

l. The percolation probability, P. From the fact that not all occupied sites are 1Il 

the infinite cluster, we may define the strength of the infinite cluster or Percolation 

probability as the probability that an arbitrary site belongs to the percolation cluster 

(infinitc duster), (P(p) thc ratio bd.wcen t hc sizc of t hc largcst dustcr and the lathec 

size) 

p = number of sites in the spanning cluster. 
total number of occupied sites 
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1.5 The mathematics of T>.L''''' .... ...,. 26 

or 

p = Pp (I C I = (X;) 1 L ~J (I 8) . ( 1.4) 

'where Pl' (ICI = s) denotes the probability that the cluster at the origin has size 8. 

It is clear that below percolatiou thrcslwkl fi < Pc, this probability P(fJ) must be 

zero since there is no infinite cluster. On the the other hallcl. for P > Pc. the cluster 

at the origin is infinite: 

o for P < Pc 
(1..5 ) 

o for p > Pc 

2. The average cluster 

3. The duster size distribution, n 8 (p), is defined as the probability of a site being the 

left lwud cud of a cluster of 8. Unfortunately, it is not possible to obtain all 

exact form for the cluster n" (p) in d > 1 because there is a vel'\' large number 

of different \vays in which can arrange themselves. see Fig. 1.9 belm\' 

• • • 
2 

• • • •• • 
4 

Figure 1.9: List of all 

E.ra.rnplc. 

Fo'l's 3:, 

• • • • 2 

• • •• 
8 

• •• • 4 

• •• • 
4 

•• •• 

configumt-ions on the square lattice up to s 4. 
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1.5 The mathematics of 27 

To be able to \vrite the general expressioll fur the duster Humber. we define Pcrirnc-

ter (t) as the number of empty nearest neighbours of the So 

( 1.6) 

\;Vhere 909.1 the number of different lattice configuration with size.., and perimeter 

t. 

In one-dimension, all clusters two perimeter sites and thus 

9s,t 
{

I 

o 
(1. 7) 

for t = 2 

for oU,erwi:·w. 

impl~'ing 

The difficulty of Eq. 1.6 is that it involves a sum oyer all possible perimeter t, and 

thus each possible configuration has to be found and carefull~' analysed to find the 

g,.I' Tables of such mmlbers, often in tlw form of ,,0- called perinwt('r polynomials, 

n;)(~) = 2.::9,,/(1 p)t, 
t 

( 1.9) 

have been published mainly by the King's college group. 

The'S!' quantities are of interest in random networks as wdl. There is an important 

difference between percolation theory and random net-works. Percolation theory is defined 

on a regular d-dimensionallattic('. In a random network ,\'e can define the neighbourhood 

of a node as the ::;et of node::; it is connected to. and \,'e can define a non-metric distance 

along edges to any other node in the network-there is no regular small dimensional 
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1.5 The mathematics of 28 

lattice a llet\\'ork call be embedded illto. However, ralldom network awl percolation theory 

meet exactly' in the finite dimensional limit (d ---;. :x:) of percolation [4]. 

In t he following section we will discuss the percolation theory in one dimension and 

the Bethe lattice, where it can be solved exactly. 

1.5.2 Exact solutions for one dimension 

For the site percolation problem in one dimension ,\'here it can be solved exactly. Some 

aspects of that solution seem to be valid for higher a dimension also [49]. Imagine a one 

dimensional lattice with an infinitf' numher of sites of eqnal spacing arranged in a liIlf~. 

Each of these sites is randomly occupied by probability p. A single empty site would split 

the group into hvo different clusters. In order for the to be separated from the 

other clusters. the site neighbouring the left end of the clust(,l' must be empty, and this 

is tmC' for t11C' right end of the' duster. 

Figure 1.10: pen;olation 1 D. Black sites occupied with probability p, empty sites denoted 

bywliite, the're is one uf size 5, une of size ~) twu uf size 1 

Looking at Fig, 1,1 () containing fiv(' occnpie(l We' IwC'd th('s(' fiv(' sites occnpied 

and their neighbours empty, The probability" of each site being occupied is p since all 

sites are occupied randomly . So from the fRet that all sites are independent, denotes 

the probability two arbitrary sites being occupied. while p5 denotes five sites being 

occupied. The probability of one end having an empty neighbour is 1 p, and for two 
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1.5 The mathematics of percolation 29 

cuds is (1 p)2 Therefore the total probability that a fixed lattice sit e is the left cud 

of five cluster is pO (1 - p)2. In om one dimension case the above consideration for five 

clusters is easily generalised to 

where ns(p) denotes the number of per lattice site. Clearl~' for one dimension, 

'when pI, all sites of the line are occupied and the whole line constitutes a single cluster. 

For p < 1. there ,,,,ill be some holes in the line. In other words. there is no percolating 

cluster. Thus the percolation threshold is Pc 1. 

~ote that every occupied site must belong to one cluster since single occupied sites 

smrounded by empty neighbours arc also dusters of size uuity. So the probability that 

an arbitrary belongs to any cluster is therefore equal to the probability (p) that is 

occupied. This is also valid for higher dimensions except that one has to take into account 

the site in the infinite cluster separately. This leads to the fact that not all occupied sites 

arc ill the same duster. The probability that all arbitrar~' site belollgs to allY cluster is 

equal to the probability p that is occupied [49]. 

Another interesting quantity' is the correlatwn function or pair connectivity g(r), \vhich 

is defined 8,,5 the probability that a site at position r from an occupied site belongs to 

the sallle cluster. Clearly. g(1' = 0) = 1, sillce the site is occupied by definition, aIld 

9(1' = 1) = p. neighbouring site belongs to the same cluster if and only if it is 

occupied. For a site at position r to be occupied and to belong to the same cluster, this 

site and (r 1) intermediate sites must be occupied. Thus g( 7') p'. 
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1.5 The mathematics of percolation 30 

1.5.3 Exact solution for the Bethe lattice 

The mat hematics of percolation theory can be traced back to Flon' (10-11) and Stockrnayer 

( 1943). who \vere trying to explain the process of ge la tion in which small molecules adhere 

to larger and larger ones to eventually form a gel. Because these molecules do not loop 

back on themselves. but rather branch in definitel~'. they form a special family of lattices 

knmm as Ca~·k)' trees. also called Bethe lattice [6-1]. In this special lattice. each site has 

z neighbouring sites, such that a branch gives rise to z - 1 other branches (see Fig. 1.11). 

The One-dimensional case is effectively a Bethe lattice with.: = 2. 

• , , 

, , 

• subbranch 

branch 

Figure 1.11: Example of a Cayley tree with neighbouring site z = 3. All of the nodes have 

:J cdge/), with the e:I;eeption of tho/)e on the /)U/faee, whieh haue only one edge. 

The main point of studying the Bethe lattice is because Detlle lattice solution gives the 

d ---+ :x limit of percolation, the point where it meets random graphs. For d - dimensions. 

the volume of a sphere is proportional to Td. and its surface to r d - 1 Thus. the surface and 

volume of a regular d-dinwnsional ob.iect obe)·s the scaling relation Surface :x Volllmel-~. 
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1.5 The mathematics of percolation 31 

To determine the percolation threshold of the ndhe lattice, \\T Heed to start at the origin 

and check if there is a chance of finding the path of occupied neighbours. Starting from 

that origin, if we go on such path in the outward direction. one can find (z - 1) ne\,' 

neighbours. Thus. on average we have p(::; - 1) new occupied sites on which we can 

continue the path. If the nUlllber p(:.; - 1) < 1, the average number of differeut paths 

leading to infinity .1pl~rp",,,,,~,,, at each generation by this factor p( z 

percolation threshold is [.55] 

1 
Pc=-

z - 1 

1). Therefore the 

(1.10) 

Another quantity of nTI'rp'~T in studying the Bethe lattice is percolation probability, 

which is the probability of a site belonging to the infinite cluster. It been shown that 

near the percolation threshold, the percolation probability as p Pc. as follows 

(the derivation of this equation has been shown in this Ref [55]): 

J P ex: (p - pcY . (1.11) 

where ;3 is a critical exponent, and is defined as r3 = ,,--2. 
rr 

Mean cluster size it; the average number of sites of the cluster to \\'11ic11 the origin 

belongs. Let T be the mean size in one branch (that is the average number of 

sites to which the origin is connected and which belongs to one branch), Sub-branches 

have the same mean cluster size as the branch itself. The awrage cluster size diverges 

as p --7 Pc. amI it depends OIl P as a power of the cli::i1ctllce 7' - Pc from the percolation 

threshold. This behavior is an example of critical phenomena. and the average 
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1.4 Introduction to percolation theory 22 

\VItat we described above is actually a particular type of percolation theory known as 

Site Percolation on a particular lattice. Table.1.2 shmvs a list of the percolation threshold 

in various lattices and dimensions [49]. Instead \\'E' could have occupied the edges of the 

sites (boncls) and this is known as Bond Percolation. 

The exact value of Pc depends on which kind of grid is used and the dimensionality 

of the grid. for example the p,. value is not the same in the site and bond percolation. 

The change of occupation probability values is common in some branches of physics. For 

example a magnet ,\'hen 

curie temperature). III 

which is defined as the 

losses its magnetisation at a particular temperature( the 

this IN known aN phase tm!lsiti()'f/ or critical pli.enorrl.cna, 

of a thermodynamic sy'stem from OIle phase to 

another. The distinguishing characteristic of a phase transition is an abrupt sudden 

change in one or more physical properties. 

1.4.1 Application of percolation theory 

Recently, there has been a interest in percolation theory and its application to 

many different fields. Theoretical of percolation and the application of percolation 

models ill diverse scientific disciplincs have resulted ill thonsallds of papers over the last 

decade [.56]. The principal of percolation theor~' is that it provides very useful 

universal laws which determine the phy'sical properties of the system 

[57], and it is one of the simplest models a phase transition. Examples of this 

applicatioll include study of pcrcolatioll of petroleum and gas [GS. 59], couductivity [GU], 

polymerization and gelation [61], biological evolution. of the spread of diseases 
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1.4 Introduction to percolation theory 23 

Table 1.2: A h~t of tlw 1)(f'(;olatio'll thnslwld in pm'tOILS and di:rncfI'iio{lS 

Latticc Numher of nearest neighbours Sitc p 1 Bond pf'rcolation 
I 

leI 2 1 1 

2d Hone~Tomb 3 0.6962 1 - 2sin( {;;) ~ 0.65271 

2d Square 4 0.592719 1 
2 

2d Triangular 6 1. 2sin( ;~) ~ 0.34729 
i 

2 

3d diamond 4 0.43 0.388 

3d Simple cubic 6 0.3116 0.2488 

Betile lattice ~ 0 

in a population, epidemiology, percolation networks and application of percolation in the 

field of pharmacy [62]. 1\lost of such applications have resulted in qualitative as well as 

quantitative predictions for the system of interest. III the follmying sCCtiOll we describe 

empirical studies of application of percolation theory [63] . 

• Forest Fires: The first application of percolation theory in this case refers to the 

lllodellillg forest fires. The forest is repl'esellted by a lattice. whose are occupied 

with probability p h~' a tree or empt\" with prohahi1it~· 1 - 1'- If]l 1, it means 

that all sites correspond to and the probability ]J < 1 allows for ( empty 

sites). A site could be burning, susceptible to burning but not yet (,green'), 

or burnt out and so not susceptible to ignition. At each moment. a burning site 

has a fixed probability of a ralldoml~' chosen green neighbour. varvino' 
c 0 
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1.6 32 

C ( )-1 ,) ex. p - P(, . (1 12) 

where the exponent / is defined as r = 3-T. 
a 

Having earlier dcfilleu the cluster size distribution as the probability of cl site bcil1!!, 

the left hand end of a cluster of size 5, the general form for the duster size distribution 

ill the Bet he lattice is Avnr,"","'orl as 

At the percolation threshold this expression can be approximated as 

.-, ~ 

nAp):x: s - 2 exp( -
s( 

( l.13) 

Therefore, the cluster distribution follows a pmver-Ia,,- with an exponential cutoff. 

1.6 Summary 

In this chapter ,ve have some of the works that ha\'e been carried out in the last 

fe,,' years in the area of networks 'We have started by giving a general definition 

of the networks aud showed that the reccllt work 011 the III at heIllatics of the networks 

h(1s been driven largely 'by observations of the properties of actual networks, ranging from 

communication networks to ecological webs. and atternpts to model them. In general we 

have defined 1\\'0 types of networks, static networks and dynamic networks. In this thesis 

we 'will focus only on the static networks. Furthe>r discussion about these types of networks 

will be in chapters 3 and 4. vVe have then reviewed some of the statistical properties 
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1.6 Summary 33 

of networks that have received particular attentiou. \Ye have particularly focused on three 

of thesE' properties. nameb', the degree distribution. average path length and the cluster 

size distribution. "'e then discussed how thesE' properties can divide the networks into 

different t~'pes. In particular we discussed the similarities and contrasts between regular, 

randolll. small-world and scale-free networks. As \ve iutclld to link results obtained by 

the nehvork science community to those obtained using percolation theory we also gave 

an introduction to the percolation theory, and discussed some quantities of interest in the 

field of percolation theory (percolation probability, average cluster size and cluster size 

distribution). These quantities can be compared to thos(· of i1l1ercst ill random networks 

as \vell. Since the percolation has been solved exactly in one dimension, we reviewed 

this type of percolation, and studied all its properties. In fact. this typP of percolation is 

corresponding to thp somp types of regular networks. We also studied the Bethe la thee, 

which has also bcell solved exactly, and its rclatioll to infinite networks, There is an 

important difference between percolation theory and random nehyorks. Percolation theory 

is defined on a regular d-dimensional lattice. In a random nehyorks we can 

neighbourhood of a node as the set of nodes it is connected to. \Ye can also 

the 

a 1l01l-

llwtric distance along the edges to any ntlwr node in tlw network. There is no regular 

small-dimensional lattice a network can be embedded into. Howe'ver. random network and 

percolation theory meet exactly in the finite dimensional limit (d --+ ex:;) of percolation. 

infinite dimensional percolat.ion is the same as the Bethe lattice, or. more precisely, 

the percolatioll threshold 011 which a giant dustcr first for1l1s 011 the Dcthe lattice is exactly 

the same as the percolation threshold in random graphs (See also Chapter 3. Sec 3.2.2). 
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CHAPTER Two 

Percolation theory in the modelling 

of species distribution 

2.1 Introduction 

The main aim of this chapter l is to interpret the classical occurrence maps used in ecology 

through percolation concepts. Presence or absence maps of a given species, with N 

individuals distributed ill a studied area J\ 1 arc obtailled by detecting elllPty and occupied 

cells in a regular square grid with cell area a (see Figs. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2). () is the varying 

resolution or scale and A is the upper scale, \vhere 0 < a < A. If p(a) is probability 

for a cell of size a to be occupied, then p(a) decreases from 1 to 0 when a decreases 

from /l to O. whatewr the spatial distrihution pattern. Sprc:irs distribution patt.erns are 

generally classified as regular (human made plantation), random and aggregated. It is 

known that patterns in the distribution of individuals and species across space provide 

information critical to our ability to decipher the force.; that structure and maintain 

ecological diwrsitv iGGj. \eVe will descrihe some of common models that arc 1lsed to model 

1 This chapter b lm'K'u 011 our pnhlisllCd paper iu[)] 
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2.2 Percolation for the Distribution and Abundance of 35 

the different paHel'lls of clistributioll, cLlld study the relationship between perimeter cLmi 

abundance. and between the scale, as it is of particular significance. because they mea.sure, 

to a great extent. the degree fragmentation of landscapes [3]. The core of this chapter 

is the use of percolation theorv to compare different patterns of species, particularly the 

ralldoll1 distributioll and the aggregated distributioll of species. The Hmdolll distribution 

of species formed our case study. We used two different types of aggregated distribution: 

one has been used in [3] (hereafter we call it aggregated distribution type 1) and the other 

one IS an arbitmry generated distribution (hereafter we call it aggregated distribution 

type 

2.2 Percolation Theory for the Distribution and Abun-

dance of Species 

Percolation theor~' has been applied in ecology to develop neutral models for landscape 

pattcI'lls. It provides a framework for examining landscapes itS 2D grids. usually square 

grids of m x m. containing rn2 unique sites [67]. One of the key goals of ecology is 

to explain the distribution and abundance of species [68]. The number of individuals or 

the abundance of species in an area is a fundamental ecological parameter and a critical 

consideration WhCll making manageIllent alld cOllservation decisiolls [G9]. The relationship 

between distribution and abundance of species is important becanse it is linked to fields 

snch as biodiversity. The change in the biodiversity of a forest can be expressed as change 

in the distribution and abundance of all species occurring there. ~IRcroecology can be 
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2.2 Percolation Theory for the Distribution and Abundance of Species 36 

described as the study of emergent patterns of assemblages of species distributed over 

geographical spatial [70]. 

Understanding the relationship between distribution and abundance of species is a 

central concern of ecology and biogeography [3, 71, 73]. To study this relationships, 

the distribution and abumlallce of species is typically llleasured by griding a study area 2 

into a lattice and then enumerating the species in each cell of the lattice see Figs. 2.1 to 

2.4. where species presence is represented by dots . 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • 
• • • • 

• • • • • • , • • • • • • • • ". • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Figure 2.1: A mndom. distributwn of dots in a study area. N 100. 

2Thr arm of occnpancy of Rprcirs is largely d('t('rmill('(l h~' lhr('r rlrmruts: thc' ahllndanc(' of thr 

species. its spatial distribution, and the cell size 
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2.2 Percolation Theory for the Distribution and Abundance of Species 37 

IOO() 

5{H) 

Ou:uplcdcdl 

Figure 2.2: The 2D square lattice with occupied (black) and empty (white) site (occU'fTence 

map). where a = 25 x 25, A = 1000 x 500. 

••• • • •••• •• •• • •• • • • • • ••• • •• • • • •••• • • • •• •• • •• • •• ••••••••• • 
Figure 2.3: The 2D square lattice with occupied (black) and empty (white) site (occurrence 

map). where a = 50 x 50, A = 1000 x 500. 

Figure 2.-±: The 2D square lattice with occupied (black) and empty (white) site (occurrence 

map) associated to Fig. 2.1 where a = 100 x 100, A = lUOO x 500. 
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2.3 The different patterns of distribution 38 

The distributioll of species (dots) is recorded by oceupallCY (the munber of occupied 

cells). while the abundallce is recorded by the total number of illdividuals in all occupied 

cells. (in our study. the total number of dots in all occupied cells). From these figures one 

can build different percolation networks from the same data set depending on the grid 

scale [3]. 

2.3 The different patterns of distribution 

In this section we give the definition of the three different patterns of distribution as 

follows: 

1. Random distribution: This is a pattern of distribution in which species have an 

equal chance of occurring anywhere \,,'ithin an area. unaffected by the presence of 

other individuals (see Fig. 2.5{a)). 

2. Regular (Uniform) distribution: In this distribution species are more or less uni-

forml~' spaced F · 6)~{b') zg ."'./) ). could even be exactly distributed on a 

grid as in some human-made forest. 

~i. Aggregated distribution: In this pattern speCles arc more likel~' to be found In 

certain areas than others Fig. 2.5(c)). 
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2.4 Mathematical models for the of distribution 

a( Random) 

o 0 0 0 0 
o 
o 0 00 0 0 0 

o 00 0 ° 00 

° 

°0 

° 0 0 
0 

0 

0 0 o 0 0 0 
0 

000
0 

00 
000

00
0 

00 0 0 
00000000 

000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

00 0 0 00 0 0 00 

b(Regular) 

0°0 ° ° cPO 0 
° 

0 0 0 

sf~ 0 ~ 00 

c( Aggregated) 

39 

2.·5: a:Random distribution, b. Regular distribution. c: Aggregated distribution. 

2.4 Mathematical models for the patterns of distri-

but ion 

In this section. we ,vill consider random and aggregated distribution of species. There 

are a number of mathematical models being developed to quantify the relationship be-

tween distribution and abundance of in a number of contexts [74. 75. 76]. In the 

subsections below, we review these models and point out the differences between the two 

types. 

2.4.1 Random distribution for species 

If indiYiduals species are positioned randomly and independentl~' of each other in space, 

this corresponds to the simplest natural occupancy-abundance model. As shown in Figs. 

:!.1 amI Fig. :!.2, each cell i:; either occupied (colltain:; OIle or morc than OIle dot) with 

probability p. or empty with probability (1 p). Using a random distribution of dots. the 

probability of obtaining a part.icular dot. in a sampling area cell size a is 1. 
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2.4 Mathematical models for the of distribution 40 

the llUmber of dots 17 ill cadI cell size (J 1'oUmvs a binomial distributioll [og]. The status 

of a cell to be occupied or not can modelled by a Bernoulli trial. and the probability 

of a cell to be occupied is 

1 ~)'V 
A ' 

(2.1) 

where a is the cell size, A is total area, IV is the total number of dots in the study 

area. 

2.4.2 Aggregated distribution of species 

The random distribution of species provide a general model of spatial pattern in 

ecology. aud llUlllerous studies have showll that this ral1dom distributioll illadequatcly 

describes spatial patterns of of across landscape [77. 78]. In nature. 

except at very low abundances. individuals of most arc tvpicaU~' aggregated, and 

the most frequently applied is the negative binomial distribution (XBD) [69]. The NBD is 

characteristic of llHtIly species distributiollS and call be used to describe regular, randoIll or 

aggregated distributions [79]. To model distribution. and to investigate 

the effect of aggregation on species-area relationship. a number of authors have examined 

the follmying model [80, 69, 74, 81] 

( 
N-k 

P = 1 1 + ~1k (2.2) 

v;here p is the probability of a cell to be occupied, and k is a clumping parameter describing 

the spatial dispersion of the species in the area. In k will be species and scale 

dependent [82]. k E (-x. -/1) U (0, (u\'jA is the mean density of the 
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2.4 lVlathematical models for the patterns of distribution 

species pel' cell [83, ;3]. 

\Vhen k is positive. it corresponds to an aggregated pattern. The model 

from the negatiw binomial distribution (NBD). Khich has been used to describe 

41 

area relationships and abundance aggregation patterns [69]. Small positive values of k 

represent stronger aggregation spccict). :\egative valuct) of k uescribe a regular pattcm 

of distribution. \Vhen the value of k is equal to the opposite of the number of species 

(i.e. k = -N). then Eq. 

distribution tends tmvard the 

is equivalent to Eq. 2.1. \\7hen k ---> ±:)0. the spatial 

distribution [83]. This is the case of our studv. So 

the prohahility of a cdl hdllP; occupied tewls toward 

p 1 (2.3) 

where p is the probability of occurrence of species in a sample unit. and It = a~V is the 

mean local density of species (the mean per sample). Therefore, when individuals 

of different species are distributed randomly on the landscape. there is an expected linear 

rclatiollship betwccn . In(l p) and I' with a slope parametcr of 1 [1':\4]. For example, let's 

assume a total of N individuals of randomly distributed among a given number 

of sites M of which m sites are occupied. 

{I = ,{'fIliH owl I' N 1M. 

vYe used Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2. 3 for cell occupied. and, as we mentioned before, 

V\'e will compare our calculation by m;ing these two equations. Eq. 2.2, which describes 

the aggregated distribution. has been used in [:3]. 
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2.5 Perimeter definition in a 2D model 42 

2.5 Perimeter definition in a 2D percolation model 

In order to describe the spatial structure of species distribution, it may be important to 

consider the variation of the perimeter lengths and cluster sizes defined as follows: 

l. Thr perimeter' L of th e distribution is r}('fineci as t hr sum of t hr length of thr joints 

(boundaries) between occupied and empt:v cells at a given scale o. as illustrated by 

the 2D percolation models shown in Figs. 2.2. 2.3 and 2.4. 

2. A Clw.,tc'/ OT (patch) is a group of occupied cells which arc cOllllecteu side by siue. 

He And Hubbell's percolation theory (in [3]) is proposed as a solution to one of the 

major unresolved challenges in mathematical ecology, namely', the search for a reliable 

quantitative understanding of speeies abundances and distribution. They daim that they 

hailf'. possibly unified several./1mdamental ecological parameters including abundance N, 

dlstribution of pattern k. a, extent. A and edge length L into a single mathematical 

framework for the spatial architecture of fragmentedmetapopulations, They establish a 

relationship between perimeter and abundance and between the number of patches and 

abundance. The main idea of the paper [3] that we studied intensively. was to look at 

the perimeter as a function of (cell size a) abundance iV. He and Hubbell (in 

[3]) assume that the occupancy of cells in a map are independent events. Under this 

assuIllption. we considered the probability for a joint behc.;eell two cells to be all actual 

boundary between an occupied and an empty to be 2p(1 p). because a given join 

may separate occupied cells from empty ones in hvo ways. So the perimeter L has the 
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2.5 Perimeter definition in a 2D model 43 

fonll: 

L = 2JJQ(1 p)p (2.4) 

Depending on the occurrcnce probability defined by Eqs. 2.3. 2.2 and 2.1. the perimeters 

L \yill yield one of the following forms: 

L = 2JJQ (1 ~ ( (2.5 ) 

L 2J Va 1 ~ 1 + ~~; 1 + ~~k [ ( V) _kj ( \,)-A (2.6) 

(2.7) 

where J is the total number of neighbouring joins for a map [3]. For a regular lattice 

such as in Fig. 2.2. the value of J can be: 

if we consider only the internal joins bet\yeen cells, and 

• J 2jxjy. if we consider a toroidal boundary, 

\vhere If and jy are the number of cells along .r and y axis. 

Eq. 2.5 to Eq. 2.7 shm\' that the perimeter L of distribution depends on the number 

of dots N, and the spatial (cell size a): but in 2.6. L depends also OIl the 

clumping paranwt.er k. In each case, the perimeter L IS a nonlinear function of the 

abundance. L first increases with N until it reaches a peak at a critical value Nc • after 

which L decneases vdth N Fig. 2.6). From the Percolation Theory [55] developed 

for random infinite networks. one knows that a percolation threshold Pc exists 

a critical transition OCCllrs. threshold IS of great potential interest in ecological 
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2.5 Perimeter definition in a 2D .... o,,."n model 44 

applicatiolls sincc it dctcnllillcH critical transitions aud universal laws for any propcrty 

linked to the connectivity of the filled space, For any gi\'en (N, A) and varying a, there 

exists a critical scale (]c, p( a) PC) and a percolation-like transition occurs, In a 

similar way, for any given and varying N, there exists a critical abundance Nc for 

percolat iOll transitioll, This critical point Nc is called ill [3], pcn;olat.ioll threshold. In fact 

0.1 1 10 100 
Log(N) 

\ 
\ , , 

\ 

'. 
\ 
\ , 
, 

\ 

1000 10000 

Figure 2.6: Perimeter (L)-Abundance (IV) relation8hlp for random di8tributwn, provided 

cell 8ize = 100 x 100. It shows that the value of ( incn;(lses with (N) until reaching /(. 

after that it decreases. Each dot represent the actual perimeter vaille for the dots. and the 

CU7'Vets the predicted from Eq. 2.5, 

He and Hubble's obtained these critical values from 2.5. 2,6' and 2.7 respectively. 

h)' differentiating; the fnnction L( N) and calcnlating; the valuf' ;Vc \\'h('[(' L rf'aches its 

maXll1lUm. Depending on the selected probability distribution. one has: 

\ ' A I . 
1 'e = -- n( (2.8) 

a 
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Ak (21/1, - 1) 
a 

2.6 Simulation and results 

45 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

v'ie used different values of lV (number of dots). and converted the spatial distribution of 

each set of clot:-:; into an occurrence map for different :-:;calc:-:;. v'ic counted the number of 

dots in f'aeh of tllP cf'lls. vVe then cakulatf'd the value of the perinlf'ter L. and compared 

the calculated value of the perimeter L with the predicted perimeter value of Eq. 2.5 and 

Eq. 2.7. For each cell size a and number of dots :V. we have five values for the calculated 

value:-:; L (we generated our random dot:-:; five times to get the:-:;e values) and usually two 

curves for the predicted values according to Eq. 2.5 and 2.7. \Ve found that the values 

of perimeter L from these two equations are close to each other. Also for large values of 

X two equations give approximately the same value of L. 

III Figs. 2.7 to 2.1;3, we represent log( 1.1) as fUIlction of log( (I) . The calculated values of 

the perimeter are represented by dots, and the two lines show predicted values of L 

using Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.7. "'e considered the two types of boundaries the Appendix 

for the code), a toroidal boundary (all the joins between the cells is J = 2frjy) , shown 

in Figs. 2.7 to 2.9. amI the only illtemal joills Letween the cell::; (J = 2jxjy - jx -]y) 

shown in Fig. 2.10 to 2.12. 
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8 

4 

caL(N""10, 1st random) + 

caL(N;::;-1 D.2nd randOm) x 

caL(N""10.3rd random) ., 

caL(N=10Alh random) 

caL(N"'10.S:h random) • 

predic:ed value(p;::;-1~exp(~mu)) 

predicted value(p;::;-,-p-(a/A}N}) .. 

8 
Lag(o) 

46 

Figure 2.7: Perirneter (L)-scale (a) relationship for random distribution. N = 10 across 

scales 2 x 2. 4 x -1. 5 x 5, 10 x 10, 20 X 20, 25 x 25, 50 x ·50. 100 x 100 and 250 x 250, 

with toroidal boundary. 

10,-----~-----.------,-----~----~ 

caL(N=54. 1st random) 

6~-----L:------~----~----~=-----~ 

Lag(o) 

Figure 2.8: Perimeter (L) (a) relationship for random distribution, N = 54 across 

scale 2 x 2, 4 x 4. 5 x 5. 10 x 10, 20 x 20, 25 x 25. 50 x 50. 100 x 100 and 250 x 250. 

with toroidal boundary. 
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lO.-------~--~~_-_= .. ~ .. =.-~~~----~--------~ 
/ . 

./ 

caL(N=561, lsi random) i' 

caL(N=561.2nd random) )( 

caUN"'561.3rtl random) )l 

caL(N-=561,4th random) 0 

caL(N=561 ,5th random I • 
predICted value(p""l-exp(~mu)) 

predicted value{p;;;;1-(1-(a/A)~) 

Log(a) 

o 

\~ 

0' 

Figure 2.9: Perirneter (L )-scale (a) relationship Jar mndom distribution. N 

47 

561 across 

2 x 2, 4 x 4. 5 x u) 10 x 10. 20 X 20, 25 x . 50 x .jO, 100 x 100 and 250 x 250, 

with tOl'Oidai /)() IHI.dar-y. 

8 

caL(N=10,1st random) 
caL(N=10.2nd random} :< 
c.aL(N:-::10.3rd random) • 
caL(N=1OAth random) 0 
caL(N=10.5th random) • 

predicted value(p=1~e.p{-mu)) - - - -
predicted value(p=1-(1-iaJA}")) 

Figure 2.10: Perimeter ( -scale (a) relationship Jor mndom distribution. N = 10 across 

2 x 2. 4 x 4. 5 x 5. 10 x 10. 20 x 20. 25 x 25. 50 x 50. 100 x 100 and 250 x 250, by 

considering only the internal joins between the cells. 
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IO,-~----~----~----~--------~ 

8 

6 

caL(N=54,1S1 random) .. \ 
caL(N~54.2nd random) )C ~ 

caL(N=54.3rd random) .'~ 

caL(N=54,4th random) 0 

caL(N=54,5th random) • 
predicted valoe(p=1~exp(~mu)) 

predIcted value(p=HHa/A)N)) 

4 '---2~----4'-;------';-6---~8---J;-;Oc-----:12 
Lag(o) 

48 

FigurE' 2.11: Perimeter (L)=scale (a) relationship fOT mndorTI disi1"ibution, N = 54 across 

scales 2 x 2, .:l x -1, 5 x 5, 10 X 10, 20 X 20, 25 x 25, 50 x 50, 100 x 100 and 250 x 250, by 

cunsidering unly the internal juin::; between the 

12 

10 

8 
~ 

~ 

"" '" .....: 
6 

4 

2 
l.og(o) 

2.12: PerimeteT (L)-scale (a) relationship fOT nmdom N 561 acr'OSs 

scales 2 x 2. -1 x 4. 5 x 5, 10 X 10, 20 x 20, 25 x 25, 50 x 50. 100 x 100 and 250 x 250, by 

considering only the internal.Joins between the cells. 
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2.7 between random and distribution 49 

2.7 Comparison between random and aggregated dis

tribution 

In this section, we are going to compare the random distribution and the two different 

types of aggregated distributions. 

2.7.1 Aggregated distribution of species type 1 

2.7.1.1 Relationship between perimeter L and scale a 

All the calculations in the previous sections were done for the random distribution of 

species. As we mentioned before, we will compare the random distribution of dots with 

the- r('suIts giVe-Il hy [3] nsing aggre-gated pattern of distribution (vpC' 1 (Barra Co\oTarlo 

Island (BCI)). Fig. 2.13 below shows the perimeter (L)-scale (a) relationship for BCI 

speCIes across from S x S to 2S0 x 2·50m. 
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2.7 Comparison between random and aggregated distribution 50 

200 400 eoo IlOO 1000 10 

o 200 400 eoo IlOO 1000 s 10 
log~al 

2.13: Perimeter (L)-scale (a) relationship for BCl species. acTOSS scales from 5 x 5 

to 2·50 x 250m. The left hand col'umn show8 the actual 8patial distributions of the 'J,." ,","'AJ 

The observed perimeter data are shown on the right-hand column (dots), and the smooth 

curee is the prediction of Eq. 2.6, this PiguTe has been extracted jlVm 

hand column shows the actual spatial distribution of the species. observed 

data is shmvn on the right hand column (dots) and the smoot 11 curve is the 

prediction of Eq. 2.6 using a scaling estimation function for (k) across scale. \\-e can see 

tbat the' re'slllts from Fig. 2.7 to 2.12 (perimeter-scale' relationship) fit wry well to tho 

random data generated by computer simulations, even for small values of IV, and are very 

similar to those obtained in [3] using aggregated distribution type 1. 

2.7.1.2 Relationship between perimeter L and number of species IV 

Figs. 2. to 2.16 shmv the relationships between perimeter L and the number of dots IV 

with different cell size. 
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10 

\ 
6 

4~----~2----~4----~6--L-~8~--~10 
Log(N) 

Figure 2.14: Perirneter (L)-Abundance (N) relationship for random distribution of dots, 

provided (] = 20 x 20. The dots represent the actual distribution of the random species 

(dot!:;), and the curue represent the prediction of Eg. 2.5 

12 

10 

~ 
8 :.; 

~ 
"-l 

6 

4 
Log(N) 

Figure 2.15: Perimeter (L)-Abundance (N) relationship for mndom distribl1tion of dots, 

provided a = 25 x 25. Til dots represent the actual distribution of the random species 

(dots), and the wrve represent the p'redielton of Eq. 2.5 
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IO.-----~----~------.-----~----~ 

8 

6 \ 
2 

Log(N) 

Figure 2.16: Perimeter (L)-Abundance (N) relationship for random distribution of dots, 

provided a = 100 x 100. The dots represent the actual distribution of the random species 

(dot,~), and the curue 'represent the ]J'rediction of Eq. ::l.5 

In each figure ,\'e fixed the scale (cell size) and changed the total number of dots from 

:V = 3 tolY 5220 for that scale. \iVe used Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.7 to find predicted values of 

L. These figures show that the perimeter first increases 'with N until reaching a peak at a 

critical point l\'c after which it decrea: .. ;es with /\[. Each dot in these figures represent thr 

calcnlated value of L. The curves are predicted from Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.7. The critical 

abundances ,Ve are calculated from Eq. 2.8. 

As \ve did before. we compare the perimeter-abundance relationship bet\veen the ran-

dom distribution of species (dots) and the aggregated pattern distribution type 1 done 

hy [3], Fig. 2.17 ShOWH the perirncter-almmlallce relatiollship for (Bel) HpecicH at four 

scales 0 x O. 10 x 10,25 x 25 and SO x 50rn. 

Each dot represents the observed perimeter for the Hpecies: the smooth curves are 
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? 
g 

'"''"'/1''' "" 
~'.D 

'" .9. 
/'. !")~l:'\t=~ n' 

N .?: . ""'., 
0 :< 4 " a 10 0 2 4 6 8 10 

'" '" '" - ... 
jll> to 

'" 

0 :2 4 S 10 l) :2 ~ t\ 8 10 

IOg(N) log{N) 

Figure 2.17: Relation between the perimeter L and the abundance lY for the Bel 

at four scales 5 x .5.10 x 10, 25 x and 50 x 50. Each dots represent the observed perimeter 

a species. the curves are the prediction of Eq. 2.6 using a unil'crsal k = 2 for all the 

species. This Figure is at'f'acted from {3j. 

predicted from Eg. 2.7 using (k 2) for aU species. The critical abundances lYe has 

calculated using Eg. 2.9 at k 2 and A = 500000. 

\'':e conclude that the curves are very' similar for our randomly generated set of dots 

and for tIl(' tv-p(' 1 of aggr('gation exhibit('d by th(' actual tr('(> data C'Onsidered in [3] W(> 

also compared the value of the critical abundances obtained t he tree data and for the 

random distribution as a function of using the same type of pO\ver law analysis that 

previously published in [3] Fig. 2.18) that is checking the linearity of log(Nc ) versus 

log( a). \:V(' again C'Onclmk that there is no noticeable diff(>l'('nc(' betw(]('n random data 

and data of type 1 which could be observed using a percolation modelling 

approach. 
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distribution 

In(NcL)lrom trae data in 11J Fig 4 0 
In(NcL) for random data Eq.2 j 

In(a) 

54 

Figure 2~ 18: Values of diffeTent cTitical abundances as a Junction of scale, JOT the tTee 

data Jmm Ref Fig. 4 and Eq. 2 aTe in Ref 13}, and JOT random distTi/mtion. 

2.7.2 Aggregated distribution of species type 2 

Aggregated distributions could be generated in different ways. \Ve generate an example 

of aggregated distribution of species (dots), as shmrn in Fig. 2.19, and \ve studied the 

perimeter-scale relationship. 

!t •• I:: :: •. ..- . ., .. ..-•••• 
- It .. \\ :::, -.. ,. 
•• .. -.-:. .- .-.. 

:: .... •••• .... : I _ -. - •• ..~ . : I~-··: •••• ~'W." • . '.':' ••• • , 
e e • 

·ic:· ... ~ ~: •••• • • • (e., • .. .... ••• . : . • . . -: 
••• •• • .", ~I 

• • :'.-. 
• • •• 

• •• •••• ..... .... ••••• • .-... .-: . ..: . .,. 
I 

. ..... : .. . .. , 
I!>::: .. : .. 

Figure 2.19: Aggregated distribution oj 400 dots in 2D. 
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Figs. 2./l0, 2.21 alld 2.22 show the associated percolatiolllllodcls obtaillcd at diffcrcllt 

scales, and the relationship between the perillleter L and the o. 

Figm(' 2.20: Thr: 2D squarc lattice with occupied (black) and empty (whitr:) site (oceurH;nce 

map) associated to Fig. 2.19 (is approximately associated, becuase it had done by hand), 

for the aggregated distribution, with a = 2.5 x with rectangle size 1000 x 500. 

Figure 2.21: The 2D squar'c lattice occupied (black) and empty (white) site (ocC1trrence 

map) associated to Fig. 2.1.9. for the aggregated distribution. with (] 

rectangle size 1000 x 500. 

50 x 50. with 
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Fignr(' 2.22: Thr 2D square; lattie;e; with o('.wpicd (black) and cmpty (ulhitr) :'lite; (ocrurrcna 

map) associated to Fig. 2.19. J01' the aggregated distribution. with (l 

rectangle size 1000 x 500. 

100 x 100, with 

One can notice that the smaller the scale size. the bigger the perimeter value, then 

if we go on decreasing the scale size the value of perimeter remains approximately the 

same. In other words. the perimeter value does not change CH5.HU~,"U . as shown in Fig. 

2.23. This call be easily understood, because ill this type of aggregation. if the dcm;ity of 

the dots inside the cluster is very high, the occupied cells in the percolation model has to 

cover the same cluster area. whatever the scale a (unless the scale size is very small), and 

the perimeter remain constant and approximately equal to the perimeter of the cluster. Univ
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6~------~----------------~----~~ 

* * 
2 

* 
2 4 

Log{a) 

Figure 2.23: Relationship between perimeter L and the scale size (l, It shows thai. the 

smaller the the bigger the perimeter value, and by decreasing the scale size the perime-

tel' value remu'tns appmxirrwtdy the 8ume. 

2.8 Conclusion 

In this chapter ,>;"f' havf' prf's(~nted thc relationship hf'tWCf'1l thf' perim0,tf'r and abundancf', 

and between perimeter and scale using random patterns, \Ye have also done a comparison 

between nvo different patterns of distributions, mainly. between the random distribution 

and aggregated di::!tribution. We have done thi::! by en::!uring that all the equation::! 

scribing tIl(' random distribution fit w0,ll with til(' random data (or what f'cologisti'i call 

the 'nul! hypothesis' or the "neutral model") generated b~' computer simulation, and com-

paring this case study with two different types of aggregated distribution, type 1 and 2. 

\"v'e have fonnd that there is no difference between aggregated and random distribution 

which can b0, (ktected by llsing the definition of percolation threshold. when we comparf' 

the random distribution of species with the aggregated distribution type 1. but this is 
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2.8 Conclusion 58 

not the c<:t.c;c when we compare the random distribution \\'itll our aggregated distributioll, 

2. \Ve have shown that the relationship between perimeter L and scale a is not the 

same in the 1\vo cases. The underlying power la-w scaling relating a critical abundance 

value JVc and the scale a are identical in the case of random distribution and aggregated 

distrilmtioll type 1. \Ve consider that this power law might be all intrinsic property of 

an~r spatial data due to mere scaling effects. \Ve can conclude that percolation threshold 

may not be used to discriminate between different patterns: the~' are identical for random 

and aggregated distribution type 1. But it may depend on how the data is aggregated, 

a~ sllOvm ill our first exploratioIl as rq~ard the aggn~gat('d dis1rilmtioll type 2. 
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CHAPTER THB.EE 

Comparison between 2D spatial 

lattice networks and random 

networks 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we will consider two of network, the random network denoted by RN 

[85. 86, 87] and a 2D spatial lattice network denoted by SN bulit from percolation models. 

MallY of the average properties of the RN have beell calculated exactly in the limit of large 

N. where N is the network size [88, 89]. Spatial networks are neh,'orks in which the way 

nodes are connected is defined according to spatial neighbouring properties (Euclidean 

distance between two nodes). Thus, spatial net\vorks impose another constraint on the 

nodes \"ithin a network [90]. Here we will collsider SN network defiucd as follows: In a 

n x n square grid. we define p., the probability for a cell to be occupied and to represent a 

node of SN. Thus we have = p s n 2
. \:Ve will compare this type of llehmrk with a classical 

RN network. where Pr represents the probability between two arbitrar!' \vithin N to 
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3.2 Definition and construction of RN and SN 60 

be conuected. The main purpose ill this chapter is to examine the effect of varying ])1' and 

p" and to make a comparison between these tvw networks. To this end, we shall first revisit 

the properties of RN [91, 88, 4, 85], by generating RN with probability P1' of two nodes 

being connected. Then we shall look at a specific network (2D spatial lattice network 

SN). with probability ]Js of cell being occupied, particularly emphasizing its spatial form. 

vVe 'will then develop algorithms to study the degree distribution, duster size distribution 

and path length distribution of the two networks. Finally we will investigate the effect 

of var~'ing the hvo probabilities for the two networks. when p,.andps are belo\v or above 

critical percolation values PrcalHlpsc- We \\'ill also (1<-riv(' an original awl gr'lHTal ()xpression 

for the degree distribution of SN and for the average path length when p, = 1. 

3.2 Definition and construction of RN and SN 

3.2.1 Random networks RN 

Random network is the silllplc8t nciwork model, and it is a type of a 8tatic nctwork, 

becau8c the total number of nodes is fixed. The construction of a network is often called 

the evolution process: start.ing with a number of isolated nodes jY, the graphs develops 

by the successive addition of random links [4j. \Ve create RN as fo11O\\'s: 

• Distribute N nodes i 0, L2, ... ,N. 

• Connect at random these nodes. 
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3.2 Definition and construction of RN and SN 61 

The above procedure provides random ullcorrciatcd networks. From the mathematical 

point of view. the lack of correlations means that the probability P(k;Jkj), that an 

departing from a vertex j of degree kj arrives at a vertex i of degree ki' is independent of 

the initial vertex j [92]. Fig. 3.1 shmvs an example of RN, \vhere the probability of two 

llodeD being cOIlIlected is p" 0,02. AD the probability connection increases, we a 

highly connected network (as we can see in Fig. :1.2 p, = 0.09), eventually obtaining a 

fully connected graph ,vhen Pr 1. 

2.50+09 .------,------,-----.------,--:-.m-:-.da-:-' -+---' 

J 

25e+09 

Figure 3.1: A random network where the probability for two nodes being connected is 

Pr 0.02. lV 100. 
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3.2 Definition and construction of RN and SN 62 

Figure 3.2: A random network where the probability for a cell being occupied is Pr = 0.09, 

100. 

Before revisiting the properties of this network we shall define the use of the 

generating function. 

3.2.1.1 Generating functions 

In this section \ve describe the use of the generating fUIlction which was developed in 

the \york by Newman, Strogatz and Watts [6). A probability generating function Go(.r) 

is an alternative representation of the probability distributioIl Pk. which is the degree 

distributioIl of vertices of dc'gree k. It is d(:fined as follows 

Go(x) = L PkXi.-, (3.1 ) 
1.=0 

and the distribution is assumed correctly normalized so that Go( 1) 1. This function 

encapsulates all the information contained in Pk, siuce 
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3.2 Definition and construction of RN and SN 63 

The lllean degree can he calculated directly by differentiatioll of the generating fUllctioll, 

which identifies the average number first neighbours of the network 

z = (k) L kPk = G~(l) (:3.3) 
k 

We can calculate any moment of the distribution b~- taking a derivative [6]. So in general, 

(3.4 ) 

The usefulness of the generating function approach is that the distribution of the sum of 

71 randomly chosen nodes of degree k is generated by [Goer W. 

3.2.2 2D spatial lattice networks, SN 

The structure of 2D SN is as follows: First we grid the study area into ]12 small cells. 

after which we distribute nodes randomly in the centre of each cell. The probability 

that onr cdl hct.s a node (occupied) or not (empty) is Ps ';. \;vhere N is the numher 
n 

of occupied cells, and 71 2 is the total number of cells. \Ve then link two cells (nodes) if 

they are sharing an edge. \Vhen we analyse properties of a network the way the dots 

(nodes) and lines (links) are drawn is, in most cases, irrelevant. All that matters is which 

pairs of noell'S arl' connected and which are not Hl. Howcycr in onr model the location of 

the nodes is important. because the type of connections between them depend on actual 

neighbourhood in a geometrical or geographical space. 

\rYe can describe our network structure consisting of N = P.5n2 nodes as follows: 

• Represent each cell containillg node i \vith labeled yertex (node)v" i = 1. 2 .... , N. 
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3.2 Definition and construction of RN and SN 64 

• Draw links betweell vertices (nocles) Vi and III if cells i and j are sliariug all edge 

(see FlgS. 3.8 and 

Figure 3.3: A 2D spatial lattice network when: the pmbability for a cell being occupied is 

p, 0,1 ]\' 10, 

1. 
17 

16 

15 

:~ ~.e1 ~-....q9 
~, 

12 

" 11 

1C 

<l5 

... ~9 

." 

'" 
~2 

<26 

<II --~o 
<!1>--63 

4 t~ t:1~ 
~8 ~g .,5 

~J 
~7 

'" ., t: 
""-'" 

_2 -68 
O~~~~~~~~~~~~-L~~~~~ 

(: 1 2 :3 4 

Figure 3.4: A 2D spatial lattice network where the pmbability for a cell being occupied is 

Ps = 0...1. :V = 100. 
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3.3 Networks properties and computer algorithms 

In this section \Ye are going to discuss degree distribution, cluster size distribution and 

average path length algorithms. 

3.3.1 Degree distribution Algorithm 

The simple local characteristic of a vertex is its degree [93J. The number of links a node 

has is called the node degree. we mentioned before. not all nodes in network have 

the same Humber of links and so there is spread in the number of links associated with a 

given node. This spread of node degree is characterised by a distribution function P(k). 

The degree distribution is obtained by counting the number of nodes that have degree 

k = 1, 2,3, ... edges and dividing it by the total number of nodes N [94] (see Fig. 3.5). 

3.3.1.1 Algorithm 

1. Label all the nodes from i = 0 to N. 

2. Start from node i and look for its neighbours (a list of neighbours). 

3. Count the number of neighbours to this node. 

4. Set i = i + 1 and go back to step 2. 

5. Calculate the degree distribution for the whole netvi.:ork for a 

degree value. 

p, and the mean 
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• • 

Figure 3.5: An illustration of the definition of the degree. cluster and path length. This 

network has N = 8 nodes. 1 node has degree 0, 6 nodes have degree 1. 1 node has degree 

4. There is 1 cluster of size 1. 1 cluster of 2 and 1 cluster of size 5, The path length 

5) = 2 and path length (5.8) = CX) (no path between node 5 and node 8). 

3.3.1.2 Example 

Below we give an example of the use of the degree distribution algorithms for the RN. 

where the probability for two nodes to be connected is p, 0.02, and another example 

for SN where probability for a cell being occupied is Ps = (U, Univ
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24 X 22 
2 0.8 

.:s16 
0.6 " X ~14 

~ tl2 ~ 
110 D 0.4 
~ 8 X 6. 

4c I 0.2 

2 D e o r , :6 /Pt )( , 
100 0 2 4 8 

Number afneighbours 

Figure 3.6: Degree distribution faT RN the probabilzty of two nodes being connected 

N 6-1 .. when p,. 0.02. The mean degree rv 1.22 
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Figure 3.7: Degree distribution for SN with N varies between 81 and 45, and total 

number n2 64. when Ps = 0.1, squares represent the node number frequencies. The 

mean degree rv 1.92 

3.3.2 Cluster SIze distribution Algorithm 

A cluster is a subset of nodes in the network such thaL for any two nodes ?'iandl'j in the 

cluster. there exists a path connecting 1'1 to Vj (that is a group of occupied connecLed 
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3.3 Networks properties and computer algorithms 68 

by ncarest llcighoours distanccs for the SN network). Ftg. J,[), 

3.3.2.1 Algorithms 

1. Laocl all the nodes from i = 0 to 

2, Start from node i and look for its neighbours (a list of neighbours), 

3. Look for the neighbours of the neighbour of the original node. 

-J. Stop if the last neighbour of the original node i hets no more neighbours. 

5. Count this list as one cluster of size 8 (8 is the list length). 

6. Seti i + 1 and go back to step 2. 

3.3.2.2 Example 

Here ive two examples; one for the use of cluster distribution algorithms for 

the RN \\"here the prooaoility for two nodes to be cOllnected is p, 0.02. alld allother 

example for SN where the probability for a cell being occupied is p" = 0.4. Univ
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400r-~~--~~~~~--r-~--~ 

360 

320 0.8 

0.1> 
~ 

'" li:: 
0.4 

Cluster si:::e 

Figure 3.8: Cluster distribution Jor RN. N = 64, with probabzlity that oj two nodes 

bemg connected is Pr = 0.02, with mean cluster size "'-' 2.16. 
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Cluster si=e 

Figure 3.9: Clu8ieT size distribution JOT SN with N varies between 31 and 45 nodes, and 

total cell numbeT n? = 64, counted over 10 iterations. Hlith mean cluster rv 13. 

3.3.3 Path length distribution algorithm 

T\vo nodes of a graphs are connected if a sequence of adjacent nodes, a path, links them. 

Path length between hvo nodes is defined as the number of edges along the shortest path 

connecting them [94]. We used the Dijkstra algorithm to find the average shortest path 
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length between two nodes ill a network. It fUllctions by COllstruct iug a shortest path tree 

from the initial node to every other node in the network (see Fig. 3.5). 

3.3.3.1 Algorithm 

• Ln.bel n.1l the nodes from i = () to N. 

• Start from node i and looking for its neighbours (a list of neighbours). 

• For each node ill the net\\'ork look for the lleighbours of the first llcighbour. 

• If it is connected to other node append this node to the list. 

If not. go to t 110 next neighbour in th(' lisL and so on. 

• Take the minimum distance between two nodes in the net,york. 

• Compute the distribution over all pairs of nodes in the network. 

• Compute the average shortest path length. 

3.3.3.2 Example 

Here we give example of the use of the average path length algorithms for SN where the 

probability for a cell being occupied is Ps 

percolation threshold is unbounded. 

0.85. The ayerage path length below the 
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Figure 3.10: Path length distribution for SN, 16 'when PB = 1 using the path length 

distributwn algorithm. 

3.4 Properties of Random networks 

3.4.1 Degree distribution for RN 

uegree k i of lloue i ill ranuom uetwork with probability of two Houes being COllIlecteu 

Pr follows a binomial distribution. For a large N, the distribution of RN limits to 

distribution [1 J. 

P(k) =--,. k1 (3.5) 

The generating function Go(x) in RN is given by [6] 

Go (x) = (1 - P + (3.6) 

the equality applien for a large N. The ayerage degree from this equation is 

(k) Pr(N 1) . 

\\'e the above algorithm to calculate the degree distribution for RN, Fig. 8.11 and 
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3.12 i:lhow the degree dii:ltributioll for RN with probability of two llodei:l beillg COllllCcted 

is p, = 0.02 and p, = 0.09 ui:ling the algorithm defined above. with mean degree rv 1.22 

and rv 5.49. respectively, as we can notice that, the high probability of tlvo nodes being 

connected ill RN, the high mean degree. 

24 
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"'" ,. 
k: 

0.4 

0.2 

8 100 

Figure 3.11: Degree distribution for a random network with (lY = 100, Fig. 3.1) probability 

of two nodes being connected as Pr = 0.02. The mean degree rv 1.22 
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Figure 3.12: Degree distribution for a random network (/V = 100, Fig. 3.2) with probability 

of two nodes being connected as Pr = 0.09. The mean degree rv 5.49 
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3.4 of Random networks 73 

3.4.2 Cluster SIze distribution for RN 

Thc ch<l.Tacteristics of thf' dust('r sizc distribution helo'w and close to the critic<l.l point 

have been studied widel~' [4. 88]. In this section, we discuss some of the main results of 

the cluster size distribution in RN below and close to the critical point (percolation phase 

transition 

Giant component and percolation threshold 

The expected structure of RN varies as the value of Pr changes, The percolation threshold 

in RN by Pre = for large N, is equal to *' this percolation threshold is 

t11(' same as in t hf' 130the lattice (sec Chapter 1). \Vhf'n fir < Pre t he' network falls <l.part 

into small pieces. or in another word, the random network consists of small components, 

The probability that there is a path joining two nodes decays exponentially [4, 1], on the 

other hand when P" > Pre which most of nodes are joining together in a single giant 

component enwrE!;cs [? ], and tIl(' reminder of tIl<' nodes occnpyinE!; smaller romponents also 

\vith an exponential size distribution [1 . The expected size of the giant componellt 

IS by (the derivation of this equation is in 

S 1 (:3.7) 

Cluster SIze distribution 

By the cluster finding algorithm discussed above, we studied the clnster dis-

tribution for RN. The algorithm we used is implicitly incorporated into the generatinE!; 
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3.4 Properties of Random networks 74 

function method He]. For any RN with arbitrary degree distrilmtioll, let TTl (x) be the 

generating function of the sizes of components which are reached by choosing a random 

edge. Following it to one of its ends, and it the iterative equation [95, 4] 

If we start at a randomly chosen node, then we have one such component (cluster) at 

the end of each edge I(:aving that node, the generating function for the size of the whole 

component (cluster) \vill be 

(3.9) 

As Newman et a[ ulentioned in [95]. it is not usuall~' possible to find (\ close expression 

for the complete cluster size distributioll on a network but tlley have been able to find a 

close expression for the average SIze. This is given by 

(8) 
1/ . (;;(1) 

HOI,X) = 1 + (;' ( ) 1 - III 
(3.lO) 

'which cli\-erges when (;11 (1) 1. It is a mark of the phase transition at \vhich a giant 

component (cluster) first appears. Substituting the definition of (;0(.1:), one can write the 

condition for tll(' first appearance of the giant duster as 

Lk(k - 2)Pk = 0 (3.11) 
k 

from the definition of giallt cluster 1 i. e. a cluster containing a fraction S of nodes. 

thus, Ho(l) is no longer but it takes the value 1- S. So the size of the giant cluster 

is 

5' = 1 - (;0(11), (3.12) 
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where 11 is the smallest nOll-negative real solution of G 1 (II). Close to the phase transitioll, 

the tail of the cluster size distribution n, behaves as 

(3.13) 

constant T and s~ can be calculated from the properties of Ho(x). 
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Figure 3.13: Cluster sz::.e dzstribution Jar random network with the probability of two nodes 

being connected is Pr = 0.02. Illith mean cluster size rv 2.16. 

Figs. ,9.1S and S.14 shmv the cluster size distribution for RN the probability of 

nodes being connected as Pr = 0.01 and Pr = 0.02. The mean cluster size rv 1. 73 and 

rv 2.16, respectively, using the above mentioned algorithm. vVe can notice that, for small 

values of Pr the net\\'ork consists of isolated clusters \vith small sizes. and when Pr < Pre, 

til(: larg{'st cluster in RN is a tree, while for p, > Pr,' t11(' largest cluster contains cycles. 
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Figure 3.14: Cluster size distribution for random network with the pmbability that a cell 

IS being occupied is p, = 0.01. With mean cluster Pre ~ 0.01, above thi:; 

value a giant component will appear. 

3.4.3 Path length distribution for RN 

It is well known that RN have a very sman average path length. 'which :;cales as I rv III N. 

where N is the network size [6. 21. 96]. As the m'erage path length in the network 

gets smaller. the network becomes more connected. \Ve can use the generating function 

formalism to calculate the Rverage path length in RN with arbitrary degree distribution as 

follows: The probability distribution for the first and second neighbours can be generated 

b~' the functions GoCr) and Go(G1(:r)). The average number of mth neighbours will 

therefore be 

[G; (1 (3.14) 

where, Zj and 2:: is the number of first and second neighbours [6]. From the last equation, 

Newman et al estimated the length l of the path between two random nodes on 
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the uetwork. By assuming that all the Hodes ill the graphs call be reached within I 

(thE' total number of neighbours of a node out to that distance is equal to the number of 

nodes on the , then we have 

m=l 

1+ 2:::m = N. (3.15) 

However in most networks, this conditions holds N » Z1 and ::2 » ::1 \ve obtain [6] 

log( N/zd , . + 1 
log(z2/zd . (3.16) 

A better approximation to I is to replace N in Eq. 3.15 by S;V. where S is the fraction 

of thC' nC't\York orrnpiC'd by the giant duster. Thr la~t rrsult in Eq. ,'1.16 rrfircts several 

generals properties of thE' average path length [4]: 

• I scales logarithmically with N for all RN, irrespective of the degree distribution. 

• Sinrr thr average path length I is a global prope:rty, it can he: calculatrd from local 

properties as the average number of first and second nearest neighbours. 

• It has been shown that only the average number of first and second nearest neigh-

Lours arc important in the calculation of average path length I. Thus for two 

nehmrks \vith completely different distributions but the same values of Zl and ZL 

we will have the same average path length. 
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3.5 Statistical properties of 2D spatial lattice net-

works 

3.5.1 Degree distribution for SN 

As we mentioned before this kind of network has been studied in the context of perco

lation theory, where results have been obtained as regards the percolation threshold Psc, 

appearance of a giant cluster and fractal distribution of the cluster size distribution at 

P.w' It has not been studied so far in the context of networks science and we will study 

also its mathematical properties such as, degree distribution and the path length distri

bution. In this section, we will be able to study the degree distribution for this kind of 

network analytically in the simple regular case when Ps = 1. then when Ps i 1, we will use 

am computer algorithm, and finally we will be able to calculate analytically the degree 

distribution, generalizing the regular case. 

3.5.1.1 Degree distribution for fully connected SN, p, = 1 

In the case of fully connected SN, we are able to derive a general formula for the degree 

distribution. We start by giving a simple example. Let us consider a lattice of size 4 x 4, 

with a total number of 16 nodes, see Fig. 3.15, from this figure one can notice that the 

minimum node degree is 2. The maximum node degree is 4, a,s it will be the case for SN. 

Thus, in the case of fully connected SN, we will ha"e nodes with degree 2, 3 and 4 

only (k = 2,3 and 4) \vhere k is the node degree. The following equation describes the 
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•• n .. •• 

• • • .. ... 

.. n • • • 

.. n 

Figure 3.15: IllustratioTL of 4 x 4 fully connected 2D spatial lattice random network. 

Table 3.1: Nurnber of nodes and the node degree for fully connected SN 

Nodes degree 

2 

3 

4 

degree distribution for this case 

P(k) = 

o 

o 

(n-2)2 -,,-2-

1\ umber of nodes 

4 

8 

4 

for k a 

for k 1 

for k 2 

for k 3 

for k 4 

(3.17) 

The meall degree ill this case is ), 
n 

. Pig. 3.16 below shows the degree distributioll 

for this case. "with different lattice 
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80 

Figure 3.16: Degree distribution f07" fully connected 2D spatial lattice network with different 

lattice size. 

3.5.1.2 Degree distribution for SN when jJ" =11 

As we know from percolation theory [55], by increasing the probability of a cell to be 

occupied (thus increasing the number of nodes in the network). all the nodes in the 

network forming a giant cluster, and by decreasing this probability the network will consist 

of isolated Ilodes, so the degree distribution in the case whell Jis =I 1 will be different 

from the fully connected network (p" = 1). Fig. 3.17 and 3.18 below shm'; the degree 

distribution for SN Ps = 0.1, and Ps = 0.9 and mean degree rv 1.92 and rv 1.19. 
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Figure 3.17: Degree distribution for N between 81 and 45 ran,dom connected rlOdts with 

total cell number 64. p, = 0.1. Squares represent the nodI" 71 11.mber frequFncies. ThF mean 

degTee '" 1.92 
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Figure J.l~: Degree dist'tibutioTt for N betwten :11 and 45 randolfl connected 7/Odes with 

total cell number 64. p, = 0.9. Squares represent the node number frequencies. The mean 

degree 'V 1.19 

To do the mathematical calculation we consid('red hvo different cases to calculate tIl(' 

degree distribution for SN .vhen P., of. 1. The first case the boundaries and 

assuming a very large network. vVe have calculated the r'c>,rrrCHJ distribution in this case 
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by calculating all the nodes with degree 0,1. 2, 3 aud .:1 as follows: To have nodes with 

zero, all its neighbours must be empty: to have nodes with degree one, three of 

neighbours must be empty and only one is occupied; to have nodes \vith degree two, 

two of its neighbours must be empty, and 1\vo are occupied, to have nodes with degree 

three, one of its neighbours must be empty and three arc occupied, and to have nodes 

with degree four. all the neighbours must be occupied. Eq. 3.18 describes all these cases 

of distribution when we neglect the boundaries of the network. 

(1 P8)4 for k=O 

4ps (1 psr~ for k = 1 

P(k) = 6p2(1 
s' 

]Js )2 for k=2 (3.18) 

4p~(1 ]),,) for 1.:=3 

for k 4 

In ease. v,e can easily calculate the mean degree, which is r:.t=o p( k)k 

a yery large network (where the size of the network ---)XJ) and when p" 1 the above 

equation describe the behaviour of the distribution of the fully connected ease 

which all the nodes have four rlPcn'p,'''! This is given by P( 4) = 1. 

The second case we studied for the distribution for SN Vdiell Ps f 1 is cOllsid-

ering the' boundaries of the' ne'twork and assuming a wry large' nctwork. The calculation 

of this is as in the previous case. In this case, all nodes could be either on a cornel', on 

a boundary or inside the network. So to nodes ",.ith degree zero, nodes are 

either a corner and have zero neighbours, or on a boundary but not a corner with zero 

neighbours. or inside the net.work and have zero neighbours. Eq. 19 shows the 
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proLaLility of having nodes with degree zero, and the sallle for the other degrees. The 

degree distribution in this case has the probability mass function (see Eq. 3.19). 

P(k) = 

for I, = 0 

(,,-2)2 4 (1 )3 4(n-2) 3 (1 )2 4 2 (1 ) ~ Ps - Ps + ~ P-, - P., + n2 Ps - P-, for k = 1 

(,,_2)2, 4 
-,,-2 -Ps for k = 4 

for k = 2 

for k = 3 

(3.19) 

\Ne can easily prove' that P(k) in Eq. 3.19 is a probability mass function, that is 

L~ P(k) = 1. When Ps = 1 Eq. 3.19 describe the case of fully connected network which 

has been given in Eq. 3.17. When the network is very large that is, J\'(n2
) --7 00, Eq. 

3.19 describe the case of the degree distribution when we neglect the boundaries which 

has been given in Eq. 3.18. 

3.5.2 Cluster SIze distribution for SN 

Much has been investigated regarding the cluster size distribution as far as percolating 

clusters are concerned [97]. Cluster size (ns (p)) is the total number of s-clusters (clusters 

containing s nodes). One can predict the Lehaviour of the duster size of this type of 

nd,\vork. Unfortunately, it is not possible to obtain an e'xact form for the clnster size' 

ns(p) in d > 1 because there are very many different ways in \vhich clusters can arrange 

themselves [55]. The probability that an arbitrary node belongs to an s-cluster is sns 

(every node must belong to one cluster since an isolated node surrounded by empty 

neighbours is also a cluster of size one). The probability that the node belongs to any 
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cluster is 2..:;:1871 so awl the probability that a cluster to which a node belongs cOIltains 

s-nodes is [55] 

(3.20) 

When Ps < < Psc. SN consists of small and isolated clusters. thus 11, has contribution only 

from small sizes. As we approach Psc, the size of the clusters in the network increase, until 

we find all the nodes in the network forming one giant cluster. Now there is contributioIl 

from all cluster sizes in the network. Thus, the mean cluster size S(p) is given by 

S(p) = f SWs = f ~ns(p) 
8=1 8=1 2..:8=1 sns(p) 

(3.21) 

Fig. 3.19 shmvs the cluster size distribution for SN with mean cluster size rv 12. 

6~ 
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0 56 64 

Figure 3.19: Cluster size distribution for (31 rv 45) nodes with total cell number = 64, 

counted over 100 iterations. With mean duster size rv 12. 

Vv"e can define the correlation function g(r) as the probability that if one node is in a 

cluster, then another node at distance r away is in the same cluster. This, typically, has 
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3.5 Statistical properties of 2D spatial lattice networks 85 

all cxponcntial dccay giYCll by a correlation lcngth ( [55] 

(3.22) 

Eq. 3.22 indicates that the radius of the finite clusters has an exponential decay tail 

when Pr < Pre- and the correlation length represents the mean radius of finite cluster. 

The exponential decay of a cluster implies that the probability that a cluster has size s 

also decays exponentially for large s [4], and the largest clusters have a fractal structure. 

When Pr > PT" there is exactly one infinite cluster, and the decay of the cluster size 

follows exponential, and in this case depends on the dimension of the lattice. However, 

as d -----+ Xi, the cluster size distribution decays exponentially, as in the case when Pr < Pre 

[4]. 

3.5.3 Path length distribution for SN 

As we did in the degree distribution in SN, we will start first by deriving a general formula 

for the fully connected case Ps = 1 for the average path length. From Fig. 3.15 one can 

notice that the minimum length in the network is one, and the maximum length between 

any two nodes on the network is 2(n - 1). By considering the same example above, one 

can find all the possible paths between any two nodes on the net\vork \vith the same 

length (Thc totaillumbcr of possibilitics of path lcngth is 17
2

(17
2 

- 1)/2). 

The general formula of the average path length for SN is given as follows: 

4 " 
l(s)= 2( 2 )L(n-k)(n-8+k), 

n n -1 
/,=1 

s - n < k < n. (3.23) 
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3.5 Statistical lattice networks 86 

Table 3.2: Pa ,tli length. # p(J,th.~ and th<: frequcnn.cs f01 fully ( ;onncded SN 

• Path Number of paths Frequencies I 
i 

1 24 0.2 

2 0.28 

3 32 0.27 

4 20 0.17 

5 8 0.07 

6 2 0.02 

(Fig. 3.20) shmvs the average path "v .. ,~, .. for SN, p, 1 using this formula and the 

path length algorithm.) 

025 

02 @ 

t 015 .... 

01 

0.05 

Path length 

Figure 3.20: Path length distribution JOT SN, n 2 16 when Ps 1 using Eq. 3.23 and 

the path length algoTithm. 
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3.5 Statistical properties of 2D spatial lattice networks 87 

For fully conIlected SN, the average path length is ahvays bounded, but as soon as we 

have holes on the network, the average path length becomes unbounded. This is because 

there \\'ill be a number of nodes on the network which are not connected, hence there is 

no length between them. We consider this length as infinity. To avoid the unbounded 

values of the path length, Ncman in [G] defines the path length in this case to be the 

mean distance between all pairs that have connecting path and excluding all pairs that 

fall in two different components. So the average path length for this type of network has 

two different behaviours; when Ps = I, the network has a small average path length and 

it is bounded, awl when fis < I, the avcrag(' pat.h i<-ngth is unbounded. (sec Fig. S.22). 

Fig. 3.21 shows the path length distribution for SN when P.", = 0.85, and the path 

length distribution in the case of fully connected network. the reason wh!' we choose this 

probability' Ps = 0.85 is to have bounded path length and be able to compare it with the 

fully connected case. We intending to use the more satisfactory definition approach for 

the path length by defining it to be the harmonic mean distance between all pairs [6, 98]. 
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Figure 3.21: (a) Path length distribution for SN with Ps = 0.85, JY = 100 nodes and 

total cdl nurnbe'l' 112 = 100 cuunted uve,,- 5 itenLtiuns, with different avemge path lengths 

6.8,6.7.7.5.8.2,9.89, and (b) for the fully connected network with the sarne total cell num-

ber. with average path 6.67. 
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Ps 

Figure 3.22: Average path length behaviour for SN below and above the percolation thresh-

old. The dots are the relation between different values of occupation probability and the 

(;Orresponding path length (we used .five different 7Ialues). also the dots show the d~fferent 

values for the average path length when the probability of a cell being occupied is greater 

than the perculation threshold. 
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3.6 Comparison between SN and RN 89 

3.6 Comparison between SN and RN 

So far we have studied some of the statistical properties of RN and SN, namely, the degree 

distribution, path length distribution and the cluster size distribution. The expected 

structure of the two networks varies as the values of p, and ]Js challges. Fur fir and Ps 

belm\" the percolation threshold. PTe and P.w, they consist of small components. the largest 

cluster in RN is a tree and they have a fractal structure for SN. For p, and Ps above the 

percolation threshold, most of the nodes in these two netv\Orks join together in a single 

giant component. 80th SN and RN exhibit the same' type' of critical transition at a given 

threshold. but the values of these threshold are different. PTe and PS( = 0.59 that 

is as soon as the number of nodes is more than three or four Pre «Pse' Pre depends on the 

number of nodes N, whereas PSt' depends only on the lattice type. The maximum degree 

Hode for SN is always 4, whereas the maximum degree for RN is (IV - 1). The degree 

distribution in the case of fully connected networks is by Eg. 3.17 and in the case 

':v'hen Ps =1= 1 the degree distribution for SN is by Egs. 3.18 and 3.19. It has been 

shown the degree distribution for RN is Poisson distribution. The mean degree for SN is 

approximatcl.\' 4ps. whneas the mean degree for RN is p,(N - 1). \rVe can find examples 

of SN and RN networks which have the same mean degree but the degree distribution 

around these mean degree will be different. The average path length for RN has been 

shown be vary as log(N). For SN network we were able to calculate analytically the path 

length distribution only whcm 11s = 1 and we carried out numerical simulation to calclllatf' 

the path length distribution when p" =1= 1. Further study should be dOlle to estimate the 
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3.7 Conclusion 90 

variatiun uf the average path length uf SN tu cumpare with log( N) behaviour of RN. 

The first simulations suggest the average path length for SN varies linearly with N. 

3.7 Conel us ion 

In this chapter \VC have' discnssed the well known properties of the random networks, 

such as, degree distribution, cluster size, and t.he average path length. \\Te have reviewed 

a work by [6] by introducing a generating function t.o study the properties of random 

networks with arbitrary degree distribution. We haw also looked at the properties of 

a 2D spat ial lat.t.ice network. A comparisoll lwtwecll t hes(' two types of networks have 

been done. \Ve have also examined the effect of var~ring Pr and p" above and below the 

percolation threshold Pre and Psc in both networks. Among other things, in the 2D spatial 

lattice network we have calculate exact theoretical formula [or the degree dist.ribution [or 

an~' Ps and for tIl(' av(~rage path length when Ps = 1. The work presented in this chapter is 

a tin~' fraction of what can be done in this type of spatial network. Further studies would 

include studying numerically and mathematicfllly the behaviour of the average path length 

above the threshold and the robustness of such kind of networks. Extending the results 

ohtained on a 2D spatial In.ttice 'which arc the support of classical l)('rcolation models 

(square lattice \vith 8 neighbours instead of 4. triangular 2D lattice, cubic 3D lattice, 

etc.). The of spatial networks that would be obtained when nodes are extracted 

'\vith different probabilities from this regular lattice as for 2D spatial lattice network that 

we studied in ['hapter 3, may exhihit statistiral properties which are not only very rlifferent 
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3.7 Conclusion 91 

from the cla.'lsical random networks, but also different frotu the classical scale-free or slllall-

world networks. They may be used to model spatial data sets in application where links 

bet.\veen entities are not randomly distributed hut selected according to spatial proximity. 
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CHAPTER FOlTR 

Spatial multiscale percolation 

networkts, (SMPN) 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we extend our model (discussed in Chapter :3) to generate random networks 

in a spatial way by considering the case of multiscale structure. \Ve briefly discuss the idea 

of multiscale percolation system (MPS) and explain how 'we use it to build two different 

types of SMP~. \Ve then study three measures of these networks, namely, the degree 

distribution, the cluster size distribution and the path length distribution. 

4.2 Definition of MPS and SMPS 

An l\IPS [99] is obtained as a result of the following iteration procedure. As a basis, we 

take a given mosaic (d = 2) or stacking (d 3) consisting of block of TJ. These blocks 

called first-rallk blocks, arc divided into three classes: X--,}" . blocks (see Fig. 4·1). 

The choice of the type of block is made randomly. \vith probability Xl. YI. zlrespectively 
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4.2 Definition of MPS and SMPS 93 

(.7:1 + !II + :::1 1). 

In the first step of the construction of the J\IPS, each first-rank Z-block is divided with 

preservation of the topology the original mosaic into n1 second-rank blocks of 1'2 = 

1'1/nl' \\"hich are decomposed randomly into X -, Y - and Z blocks with probabilities 

X2,1I2 and.2:2 respectively (.T2 +JJ2 +::;2 1). III the second step each second-rank F- block 

is divided analogously into third-rank X ,Y ,and Z - blocks of size 1'3 '{''lIn}" with 

probabilities X3. Y3 and Z3 respectively and so on. In each step the X ,and Y - blocks 

remain in the system and Z - blocks are subject to fractionation into X -, Y and Z

]llocks of smaller size. The parameters 'fit arc called fractionation Illultiplicities. So, by 

repeating of Z - blocks fractionation N 1 times, we obtain an \'-scale percolation system 

U\-~IPS) consisting of X - and blocks of size 1'1. 1'2, ... , '{' i, .... rx and Z - blocks of size 

FX' So, [rom the above, the properties of J\IPS can be determined by the 3N parameters 

In the case whell the parameters do not depeml on the iudex of the iteratioll Fig. 4,2 

Figure 4.1: Ivlultiscale Percolai'ion System. (1'vfPS) 
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4.2 Definition of MPS and SMPS 94 

t. c. the ca..'-)c of constant probabilities 

Xi X, Yi y, Zi = ::; = 1 x - Y 

and constant fractionation multiplicities n, = n, the local structures of the 1\IPS at each 

step of the construction turn out to be similar (S1\IPS). As the number of steps tends to 

infinity. a Z - block of rank i can be obtained from a block of rank j as result of a 

('hallg!' ill all lincar scales hy a factor of 1/' -j. In this case all tll(' specific chamctcristics 

of the Z - blocks per unit volume arc independent of their size. 

Fignre!.2: Se(f-Similar Multisca.le perr:olatiorJ System., S;vIPS. d 2, 11 3, i 2. 

4.2.1 An Example (Fig.4.3) 

In th(' following example we consider n 3 and d = 2, that is a 3 x 3 grid lattice. \Ve have 

three possibilities of the cells; black Y cells, white X cells and Z gra~' cells, which means 

these gray cells contain again black, white and gray cells. \Ve selected x = ~, Y = ~,:,; = ~ 

in this example see Fig. 4.3, we have at the fin;t level i 1; 1 black cell, 1 white cell 

and the rest are 7 gray cells. Following the structure of S1\TPS described earlier. At the 
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4.2 Definition of MPS and SMPS 95 

secomllevel i = 2 we uivide each gray cell Z ill the lattice to black 'Nilite allU gray cells, 

with preservation of the topology of the original lattice. so at each level the number of 

black cells increases. In this example, at i = 2. \ve expect 7 black cells and when i 3. we 

expect black cells, because we use x, y, z as probabilities, the actual number of black 

cells varies around the llleaIl value. At the last leveL i max 4, the gray cells should be 

divided again to infinite iterations. But in our finite example. they are replaced by white 

and black cells in the following proportions _+x = 0.5 and -+)/ = 0.5, in order to obtain x y :c y 

the same proportions of white, blaek areas as would have been obtained if the model was 

ruIl all infiui t (' . 

Figure 4.3: SMPS structure on 3 x 3 grzd, x 1 1 7· 4 g. Y = g, Z = g' 1 = ' . the gray 

blocks in the last level are replaced by black and white cells in the same proportions as Jar 

prcl'io1J8 lC1.c18. 
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4.3 Spatial multiscale percolation network, SMPN 

4.3.1 Building networks 

\Ve can build several types of networks associated to the same SI\IPS structure. A first 

type is denoted by SMPN1. An example is shmvn in Fig. 4-4, it is associated to the 

struct mc showed in Pig. 4.3. The nodes in this type of nct\vork are obtained from the 

black cells at the scale of the last level when the SMPS strudure is divided into 

cells. where i mar is the maximum number of iterations (levels). The number of nodes is 

always N < . For example, the number of nodes in the network shown in Fig. 

4.4 and as~mciated to the above example Fig. 4.3 is N 3261. The edges (lillks) are the 

neighbouring links. which means that two nodes are linked if the area they represent are 

neighbours. 

Figure 4.4: SMPNl associated to Fig. 4.2. N 3261 
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4.3 Spatial multiscale percolation network l SMPN 97 

A second type of' network is denoted by SMPN2 and SllOWIl ill Fig. 4.5. This example 

is associated to the same structure shown in Fig. 4.3, the nodes in this type of nehvork 

are the center of the black cells of'different sizes obtained at each level. 

Figure 4.5: SMPN2 associated to Fig. 4.2. N = 1629 

\Ye can calculate the total number of nodes in this type of net\vork. At iteration i = 1; 

the Humber of black cells (nodes) is yn2
. At i 2, the nUlllber of nodes is yn'2(l + :::n2 ) , 

and at any step i-I, the number of nodes is yn2 (1 + zn2 + (zn 2 )2 + ... + (zn2 )i-1). 

Summation of this geometric series of ratio :m2 yields 

yn2 ( - 1) . 
zn2 -1 

As we said earlier at the last level imax we divide the gray cells into black and white cells 

aeeording to the respective proportion and _+x • so the Humber of black cells obtained 
;T Y 

at the laE:;t level is -1L+ (:::n2 )\imax
• then the total number of nodes ",ill be x y . 

\
' 2 (( zn

2 1). y 1 ' = yn -'-----'--:---- ~ 
:::n 2 1 . x + y 

)i rnu 1: • (4.1 ) 
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4.4 Exploration of the statistical properties of SMPN 98 

III our example, the exact Humber of nodes in SI\IP:;\;2 as:"ociated to the above example 

Fig. 4.3 is N 1629. So for .r 1 
9'Y ~,z = t one expect from Eq. {1. ,N = 1614, 

which is approximately the same as the exact mean number of black cells. The edges 

are defined in the same way as of SMPNL that is, two black cells linked if the cells they 

represent arc neighbours. The number of edge:" would be difficult to calculate, but ill each 

example. the computer algorithms enables the computing of numbers. 

4.4 Exploration of the statistical properties of SMPN 

4.4.1 Degree distribution 

As uetwork:" have beeIl ofteIl da:":,,ified by their degree di:"tributiou:" [100], much attentioll 

has been paid here to the degree distribution of the SMP~ network. \Ve have :"tudied 

numerically the degree distributiolls for the two type:" of networks discu:":,,cd above, SMP:-Jl 

and SI\IPK2. using the same algorithms defined in chapter 3. V\'e found that there are 

differences ill these two type:" of lletworb, that is, they have diH'erellt degree di:"trilmtioIl 

behaviours. Fig. 4.6 shows the degree distribution for the SI\IPNl, the maximum degree 

value for this type of network is always 4, as 2D spatial lattice network (SN) structure 

but the proportion of nodes with degree 4 is higher, because of the aggregation structure 

of the nodes iuto clusters. 
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4.4 Exploration of the statistical properties of Sl\1PN 99 
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Figure 4.6: Degree distribution for SMP Nt, with mean degree 2.18 

4.7 shO\\'s the degree distribution for the SI\lPN"2. As one can see, most of the 

nodes have fc'w neighbours and a slllall number of the node::; have a lot of neighbours. 
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Figure 4.7: Degree dist1"ibution for SMPN2, with mean degree 2.91 

This is on(' of th" charaderistics of the sca\('- fr('c notwork and so this kind of network 

may exhibit a power la\\' degree distribution. Fig. 4.8(a). shows the log-log relationship 

between the nodes degree and the number of nodes in the netwrok (which is not quite 

linear), ib clearly show the characteristic of scale free network which this kind of networks 

ma~' be dose to it. \\'hen we gathered the numerical data into three da..sses of degrees, 
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4.4 Exploration of the statistical properties of SMPN 100 

(a) Thf' nonlinf'l1.r Log-Log of the De- (b) Log-Log of 1111' thrf'f' claSAf'A of the 

gree distributioll for SMPN2. degree distribution for SMPN2. 

Figurl' 4.8: Degne( distribution for SMP N2. 

the linear regression becomes good Fig. 4.8(b), and we conclude that this type of network 

may be close to a free one. 

To check this assumption, we should be able to carry out extended numerical AV1·".>rl_ 

ments over several levels to a void the boundary problems of the last level iteration, but 

we could not achieve these numerical experiments because of computer memory limita-

tion. \Ve could also analytical calculation of the mean theoretical degree distribution. 

vVhen i max = 1 the calculation is the same as in chapter 3, and the result is 

(1 )4 + 4(n-;-2) (1 _ )3 + y 71-' Y (1 yf for 11=0 

1 yr' + 4('~~2J 3y(1 _ y)2 + 1 y) for Ii = 1 

P(k) = )2 . 1(n-2)3 2(1 ) + Y -t- -;:r Y - 11 for 11=2 ( 4.2) 

) + 4(n-2) 3 
!J -;:rY for k 3 

for k ,. 4 

To go on calculating the theoretical degree distribution S:\IPN when 1max > 1 it 
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4.4 Exploration of the statistical properties of Sl\.!(PN 101 

becomes very difficult whcn we consider the possible configuration awl a:ssociated proba-

bilities. 

4.4.2 Cluster SIze distribution 

Fig:i. 4.9 alld 4.10 show the cluster size distributioll for the S.\JIPN 1 and SJ\IPN2 nctworks. 

As one can notice. the behaviours of the two networks look almost the same, that there 

is a few larger cluster and a lot of small clusters. 

IO().-rr--~--~----~~-----, 

o 
o 

o 

I~. ____ ~O~e~~m~~~M~*Q~-HG~1 
C/USler si::e 

Figure 4.9: Cluster size distribution for SMPN1. 
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1Orn----~---~----.__, 

o 
o 

o 

Cluster si=c 

Figure 4.10: CllLster size distTibut'ion JOT SMPN2. 

4.4.3 Path length distribution 

102 

The numerical calculation of the path length distribution give rather similar results for 

both SMPK1 and SivIPN2. In our 3 x 3 grids example with imax = 4 the maximum path 

len~th is closp to 100. and thp averaiSp path IpniSth is 

* 10 

* 
Pu,h lenglh 

Figure 4.11: Path length distribution JOT SMPN1. 
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Path length 

Figure 4.12: Path length distribution for SMPN2. 

4.5 Other example of SMPN2 networks 
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4.5 Other example of SMPN2 networks 104 

(1:1) n 2 = 5 x 5,!Y = 2945. with (b) )12 = 5 X 5.1Y 1750. with 

:1' = 0.2. Y 0.4,;:; = 0.4, i 3 x = 0.25, Y 0.45.;:; = 0.3. i 

(e) SMPN2 misociated to (d) SMPN2 associated to (h) 

Figure 4.13: Other example of SMP N2 networks with different probabilities. 
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4.6 Conclusion 105 

Figure 1.14 below shows the log -log degree distribution for SJ\lPK2. 

10 "'0 

r::JEtgree Dls!ntJU'oflfor SMPN 

C 100 

Figure 4.14: Degree distribution faT SMPN:2, t<OC'VCd"~ to Fig. 4.J3(c) 

4.6 Conclusion 

III this chapter we have extended the spatial lletwork model discussed in chapter :3 to 

muitisC'RiC' pCfm1ation modds. \·\'0 bniid two diffC'fent networks. SJ\IPKI and SIvIPN2. 

First network SI\IPKI is an extension of the SN percolation model studied in chapter 3 

taking into account spatial aggregation of the nodes. Second network Sl\IPK2 is built from 

the same structure of the multiticale percolation model but defines spatial nodes according 

to the hierarchy in cell size. \Ve carried out so only numerical experiment to explore 
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4.6 Conclusion 106 

the statistical properties of these networks. It appears that the Sl\fPNl exhibits globally 

the same t~'pe of properties that the SN model in chapter 3. but further detailed studies 

could enable to focus on the difference between 2D percolation lattice v,ith and without 

nodes aggregation. SI\fPN2 appears to behave ill a way close to scale-free network, with 

a few llocics having a lot of neighbours and lIlallY Hodes having only a few neighbours. 

In both cases. the definition of the links in these networks according to spatial proxim-

ity and to a given geometrical structure to a of spatial network v:hose properties 

and use in modelling real world networks lIlay differ strongly from the classical networks 

awl ill the ndwork sciellc(' ("OlIllllUuity. \rVe suggest that S::\lPNl could model distribution 

of species as in chapter 2 taking into account aggregation type 2. \Vhile SMPN"2 could 

model road netvmrks and porous media. After the completion of this thesis. we plan to 

go on exploring the properties of this type of networks. both numerically and analytically. 
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CHAPTER FrVE 

Conclusion and further work 

This thesis is a first contribution to the anal:'{sis of spatial networks b~' means of statistical 

properties used so far in the field of network science. Our results are based on a original 

numerical exploration and some mathematical calculation which have been presented in 

chapters 2, 3 and -1. and we rewrite below the conclusion of these different chapters 

III chapter 2 we have presented the relationship bet\,,"een the perimeter aud abundance, 

and between perimeter and using ranciom patterns. \Ve haw clone a comparison 

between two different patterns of distributions, mainly, bet\veen the random distribution 

and aggregated distribution. \Ve have done this by ensuring that all the equations de

scribing the randolll distribution fit well with the I"alldoIll data (or what ecologists call the 

'null hypothesis' or ,. neutral model") generated by computer simulation, and comparing 

this case study with two different types of aggregated distribution, type 1 and 2. \Ve have 

found that there is no difference between aggregated and random distribution which can 

be detected by using the definition of percolation threshold, when we compare the random 

distribution of species with the aggregated distribution type 1, but this is not the case 

,,,hen we compare the random distribution 'with our aggregated distribution, type 2. We 
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have shown that the relationship betwecn perimeter ,. ami scale (] is nut the sallle ill the 

two cases. The underlying power law scaling relating a critical abundance value N" and 

the a are identical in the case of random distribution and aggregated distribution 

type 1. We consider that this power law might be an intrinsic property of any spatial data 

due to mere scaling effect::;. \Ve call conclude that percolation thresllUld lllay 110t be used 

to discriminate between different patterns; they are identical for random and 

distribution type 1. But it may depend on how the data is aggregated, a.s shown in our 

first exploration as regard the ag!!;regal:ed distribution type 2. 

Fnrt hpr IllO!'(' ill chapter 3 WI' have dis('ussed th(' wdl kW),WIl propertil's of the randolll 

networks, sueb as, degree distribution, cluster size, and the average path length. \Ve have 

reviewed a work b~l [6] by introducing a generating function to study the properties of 

random nehvorks vi'itb arbitrary rin.xY'c,a distribution. \Ve looked at the properties 

uf a 2D spatial lattice network. A comparison bet\\'cen thcsc two type~ of networks have 

been done. \Ve bave also examined the effect of varying Pr and p, above and below the 

percolation thre~hold Pre and Pse in both networks Among other things. in the 2D spatial 

lattice network we have calculate exact tbeoretical formula for the degree distribution 

any Jls and for the average patb length when /Is = l. The work presented in tbis chapter is 

a tiny fraction of v,'hat can be done in this type of spatial network. Further studies would 

include studying numerically and mathematically the behaviour of the average path length 

above the threshold and the robustness of such kind of networks. Extending the results 

obtained OIl a 2D spatial lattice which arc the support of classical percoiatioll lllodels 

(square lattice with 8 neighbours instead of 4. triangular 2D lattice, cubic 3D lattice, 
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etc.). The class of spatial networks that would be obtained ,vhell nodes arc 

with different probabilities from this regular lattice as for 2D spatial lattice network that 

we studied in chapter 3, may exhibit statistical properties ,,,hieh are not only very different 

from the classical random networks. but also different from the classical or srnall-

world networks. They Illay be used to Illodel spatial data sets ill application where lillks 

between entities are not randomly distributed but selected according to spatial proximity. 

Finally in chapter 4 we have extended the spatial network mod,cl discussed in chapter 3 

to multiscale percolation models. \tVe build two different networks. SMPKI and SMPN2. 

First lldwork SlvlPN 1 is an extension of the SN IH'ITolatiol1 modd studied ill chap1cr 3 

taking into account spatial aggregation of the nodes. Second network SrvIPK2 is built from 

the same structure of the multiscale percolation model but defines nodes according 

to the hierarchy in cell size. \\le carried out so far only numerical experiment to explore 

the statistical properties of these networks. It appears that the SI\lPK 1 exhibits globally 

the same type of properties that the SK model in chapter 3. but further detailed studies 

could enable to focus on the difference between 2D percolation 

nodes aggregation. SMPI'\2 appears to behave in a wa:v close to 

without 

network. with 

a f('w nofi('s having it lot of n('ighho1Uf' and manv nod('f' having only a fe'w neighhours. 

In both cases. the definition of the links in th('s(' networks according to spatial proxim-

ity and to a given geometrical structure leads to a of spatial network \"hose properties 

and use in modelling real world networks may differ strongl? from the classical networks 

aud in the network sciellCC commuuity. \Ve that SJ\lPK 1 could model distribution 

of species as in chapter 2 taking into account type 2. \\'hi1e SMPN2 could 
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model road lletworks and porous media. After the completion of tid::; the::;is. \ve plan to 

go on exploring the properties of this type of networks, both numerically and analytically. 

A::; a general conclu::;ioll, we feel that further ::;tudics should be carried out in at lca::;t 

three directions: 

• Carrying out more numerical simulations to explore a broader range of parameter 

values and modelling assumption::> in order to better evaluate the extend of validity of 

the first results presented here (for example. simulating different types of aggregation 

in the species abundance model, simulating different type::; of lattices in the spatial 

percolation model, analysing many networks with different 1\', Pn Ps and different 

Humber of iteration levels if any). 

• Attempting to obtain. whenever possible, more mathematical results such as, path 

length distribution in percolation model, scale-free behaviour in chapter 4. 

• Analy::;ing real dat a to see hmv far they call be modelled by tbi::; llctwork prescntcd 

in this thesis. Univ
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ApPENDIX A 

C code for calculating the perimeter 
of percolation model considering the 

internal joins between cells 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<math.h> 
#include<stdlib.h> 
#define epsilon 1.e-15 

{ 
int maine) 

int i ,j, number =5 , 1 , h , q, NL 
double x[number],y[number]; 
int J , jx , jy ; 
int sum O,rd; 

0' , 

double cellsize = 50 ,xmax=1000,ymax=500; 
int xcells=xmax/cellsize, ycells=ymax/cellsize; 
int cell_state [xcellsJ [ycells] ; 
int celLnofdots [xcells] [ycells] ; 
double prLl ,prL2,caL,S; 
FILE *data,*order; 

for (rd 1; rd <4; rd ++) 

{ 

sum 0; 

NL 0; 
data fopenC"/home/mohammed/wed.dat","w"); 
order fopen("/home/mohammed/order.tex","w"); 
fprintf(order,"plot'/home/mohammed/wed.dat'''); 
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} 

fc1ose(order); 

for(i=O;i<number;i++){ 

} 

xCi] (rand()* xmax)/RAND_MAX; 
y[i]=(rand()* ymax)/RAND_MAX; 
printf("%1£ %If\n" ,xCi] ,y[i]); 

fprintf(data, "%1£ %If\n'' ,xU] ,y[i]); 

for (h = 0; h<ycells; h++) 
for (1 = 0; 1<xce11s; 1++) 

cel1_nofdots[1] [h] = 0; 
sum 0' , 

for (h = 0; h<ycells; h++){ 
for (1 = 0; l<xcells; 1++) 

{ 

for (q = 0; q <number; q++) 
if « x[q] >= cellsize * 1) 

&& (x[q] < cell size *(1+1» 
&& ( y[q] >= ce11size * h) 
&& (y[q] < cellsize * (h+1»){ 

cell_nofdots[l] [h] += 1 ; 
sum l' , 

} 

} 

for (h 0; h<yce11s; h++){ 
for (1 = 0; 1<xcel1s; 1++) 

{ 

printf (" %d ", celLnofdots [lJ [hJ) ; 

} 

printf("\n"); 
} 

printf("\n"); 

printf("\n The Total Number of dots are %d \n\n",sum); 

for (h = 0; h < ycells; h++){ 
for(l = 0; 1 < xce11s; 1++){ 
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if (celLnofdots [lJ [h] ! = 0) 

1* Replacing the number of dots on each cell by 1 or 0 *1 
celLnofdots [lJ [hJ =1; 
[1] [h] cell_nofdots[l] [h]; 

printf(tI %d",cell_state[l] [h]); 
} 

printf("\n"); 
} 

printf("\n"); 

/*Counting The value of the perimeter L 
for (i 0; i<xcells; i++){ 

for (j 0; j<ycells ; j++){ 
if «j == ycells - 1) && cell_state 

NL+=l ; 

} 

} 

if «j<ycells-1)&&(cell_state[i] [j] 
NL += 1; 

by comparing rows *1 

[j] state [iJ [0] ) 

[i] [j+1J» 

printfC"\n The Total Number of dots are %d \n\n",sum); 
printfC"\n Perimeter 'L' = %d \n",NL); 

I*Counting The value of the perimeter L by comparing columns */ 
for (i = 0; i<xcells; i++){ 
for (j = 0; j<ycells; j++){ 

if «i == xcells - 1 )&& cell_state[i] [j] cell_state [0] [j]) 
NL += 1; 

if((i<xcells -1 )&& (ceILstate[i] [jJ ! celLstate[i+l] [j]» 
NL += 1; 

} 

} 

printf(lI\n The number of Perimeter joins 'L' %d \n" ,NL); 

I*Counting The Total number of neighbouring joins the map *1 
jx = xcells ; 
jy = ycells; 
J = 2 * jx * jy 

printf("\n The Total number of neighboring joins a map is %d \n",J); 
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} 

prLl = 2 * J * cellsize 
* (1 exp(-(number *cellsize * cellsize ) 
I( xmax * ymax))) 
* (exp(-(number *cellsize * cellsize)/(xmax * ymax»); 

printf("\n The predicted value of 
'V using p=1-exp(mean) = %1£ \n" ,prLl) ; 

prL2 = 2 * J * cellsize 
*( 1 -( pow( 1 « cellsize * cell size) 
I (xmax * ymax») ,number») 
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* (pow « 1 «cellsize * cellsize) I (xmax * ymax») ,number»; 

printf("\n The predicted value of 
'L' for random species using p=l (l-a/A)~N = %If \n ",prL2); 

caL NL * cellsize ; 

printf("\n The calculated value of 'L' %1£ \n", caL) ; 

fclose(data); 
system (lignuplot /home/mohammed/order.tex _II); 

} 

return 0; 
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ApPENDIX B 

C code for building SN networks 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include<stdlib.h> 
#define dots 150 

void gnuplot(const char *gnucommand) 
{ 

} 

char syscommand[1024]; 
sprintf(syscommand, "echo \"%S\" I gnuplot -persist", gnucommand); 
system(syscommand); 

maine) 
{ 

int i,j,k,rd,h,l,q,sum = O,temp; 
double x[dots] ,y[dots]; 

double x1[dots],y1[dots]; 
double cellsize = 32,xmax=256,ymax=256; 
int xcells=xmax/cellsize, ymax/cellsize; 
double cells [xcells] [ycells]; 
int cell_nofdots[xcells] [ycells] ,xc_size = xcells/cellsize; 
int yc_size = ycells/cellsize, [xcells] [ycells] ; 
int s[dots],label1,labe12; 

II FILE *d_dots1 = NULL; 
FILE *c_outt = NULL; 
FILE *c_outt1 = NULL; 
FILE *c_outt2=NULL; 
FILE *Nodes= NULL; 
FILE *command11=NULL; 
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{ 

} 

{ 

} 

IIThis will contain commands to gnuplot 
char xi [2500J ,yi[2500J,xj[2500] ,yj[2500J ,sti[1000]; 
Iistrings to store commands to gnuplot 

for ( rd 
{ 

0; rd <1; rd ++) 

II d_number= fopen("d_number.dat","r"); 
c_outt fopen("con.dat ll

, " w"); 
c_outt1 fopen("uncon.dat", "w"); 
command11=fopen("gnu_command1P, "w"); 
c_olltt2=fopen("c_node1.dat",lIw"); 
Ilfprintf(command11,"pl ot 'd_number.dat' \n"); 
Nodes= fopen(INodes8.4.dat", "r"); 
fprintf (command11, "p l ot 'Nodes8.4. dat ) \n ") ; 
II Nodes= fopen(" cnode.dat","r"); 
for(i=0;i<2*dots;i++) 

if(i%2==0){ 

} 

f scanf (Nodes, "%1£ ", &x [i/2] ) ; 
II x[i/2]=x1[i/2J*(1+0.5); 
I Iprintf (''%If \n", x [i/2J ) ; 

else 
{ 

} 

fscanf (Nodes, "%If ", &y [ (i-i) 12J) ; 
II y[(i-1)/2]=y1[(i-1)/2]*(1+0.5); 

for (i=O;i<dots;i++) 

sprintf(sti,"%d",i); 
sprintf(xi, ''%If" ,xCi]); 
sprintf (yi, ''%If'' ,y [i]); 
fprintf(command11, "set label ''l,s' at %s,%s\n" ,sti,xi,yi); 
fprintf(command11,"set xrange [0:256] \n"); 
fprintf(commandll,"set yrange [0:256J \n"); 
fprintf(commandll,"set xtics 32 \n"); 
fprintf(commandll," set ytics 32 \n"); 
fprintf(commandl1," set grid \n"); 
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for (h = 0; h < ycel1s; h++) 
for (1 = 0; 1 < xcel1s; 1++) 

ce1Lnofdots [lJ [h] 0; 
sum o· , 

for (h 0; h < h++){ 
for (1 = 0; 1 < xce11s; 1++) 

{ 

for (q = 0; q <dots; q++) 
if « x[q] > 1*ce11size) 

&& (x[q] < (1+1)*cel1size) 
&& ( y[q] > h*ce11size) 
&& (y[q] < (h+l)*cells ){ 

ce1Lnofdots [lJ [ycells-h-l] += 1 ; 
sum += 1; 

} 

} 

} 

for (h = 0; h < yce11s; h++){ 
for (1 = 0; 1 < xce11s ; 1++) 

{ 

printf (" %d ", ce1Lnofdots [h] ) ; 

} 

printf("\n"); 

{ 

} 

printf("\n"); 

printf("\n Total number of nodes are %d \n\n",sum); 

for (h 0; h < ycel1s; h++) 

for(l = 0; 1 < xcells; 1++) 
{ 

if (ce1Lnofdots[lJ[hJ != 0) 
ce11_nofdots[lJ [hJ=l; 

} 

cell_state [lJ [h] = ce1Lnofdots [1] 

printf(" %d II ,cell_state [1] [h]); 
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} 

{ 

{ 

{ 

} 

{ 

} 

printf(ll\n"); 

printf("\n"); 

for (i 0; i < xcells; 

for (j 
{ 

0; j < ycells ; j++) 

if ((celLstate[i] [ycells-j-1J == 1) 
&& (j < - 1) 

&& Ccell_state[i] [ycells-j-1J 
cell_state[iJ [ycell -2J» 

for (k=O;k<dots;k++) 
{ 

if (x[kJ == (i+0.5)*cellsize 

label1 =k; 
break 

} 

for (k=O;k<dots;k++) 
{ 

&& y[kJ == (j+0.5)*cellsize) 

if (x[k] == (i+0.5)*cellsize 

labe12 =k; 
break; 

} 

&& y[kJ == (j+1.5)*cellsize) 

printf("Nodes %d and %d ARE 
connected\n",labe11,labe12); 

fprintf(coutt2, "%d %d \n", label1, labe12) ; 
sprintf (xi, ''%If'' , (i +0.5) *cellsize) ; 
sprintf(yi, ''%If'', (j+O. 5) *Cellsize) ; 
sprintf(xj, ''%If'', (i+O.5)*cellsize); 
sprintf (yj , ''%If'' , (j+1. 5) *cellsize) ; 
fprintf(command11, "set arrow from %s, %s 
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} 

} 

{ 

{ 

{ 

} 

{ 

} 

to %8,%8 nohead\n",xi,yi,xj,yj) 
fprintf(c_outt,"%S %s %s %s\n",xi,yi,xj,yj); 

} 

for (i = 0; i<xcells; i++) 

for (j = 0; j<ycells; j++) 
{ 

if «celLstate [LI [ycells-j-l] 1) 

&& (i < xcells - 1) 
&& ( [i] [ycells-j-l] 
celLstate[i+1] [ycells-j-1] )) 

for (k=O;k<dots;k++) 
{ 

if (x[k] == (i+O.5)*cellsize 

label1 =k; 
break 

} 

for (k=O;k<dots;k++) 
{ 

&& y[k] == (j+O.5)*cellsize) 

if (x [k] (i+l.5)*cellsize 

labe12 =k; 
break; 

} 

&& y[k] == (j+O.5)*cellsize) 

printf("Nodes %d and %d ARE 
connected\n",label1,labe12); 

fprintf(c_outt2,"%d %d \n",labell,labe12); 
sprintf(xi, ''%If'' , (HO. 5) *cellsize) ; 
sprintf(yi, ''%If'' , U+O. 5) *cellsize) ; 
sprintf (xj , "%If'' , Ci +1.5) *cellsize) ; 
sprintf(yj , "%If'' , U+O. 5) *cellsize) ; 
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132 

fprintf (commandll , "set arrow from %s, %s 
, to %s,%s nohead\n",xi,yi,xj,yj) 

fprintf(c_outt,"%s %s %s %s\n",xi,yi,xj,yj); 

} 

} 

} 

fprintf(commandl1,"replot\n"); 
fclose(commandll); 
fclose(c_outt); 
fclose(c_outtl); 
fclose(c_outt2); 
//fclose(d_dotsl); 
fclose(Nodes); 
system("gnuplot gnu_commandll -\n"); 

} 

} 
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ApPENDIX C 

The Python and C codes for 
calculating the statistical properties 

of networks 

C.1 C code gives a list of connected nodes 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define dots 20 

main () 
{ 

int i, j ; 
int x [500J ,y [500J ,dfs [500] [50 OJ ; 
int n,r; 
FILE *node=NULL; 
FILE *c_size ; 
node= fopen( "c_nodel. dat ", "r") ; 
c_size = fopen("clus_size.dat","w"); 
//connect=fopen(lcout2.datl,lr"); 

i=O; 
while(!feof(node)) 

{ 

} 

fscanf (node, "%d" ,&x [iJ) ; 
fscanf (node, "%d\n" ,&y [i]) ; 

printf (II X [%dJ =%d y [%d] =%d\n" ,i, x [i] ,i, y [i]) ; 

i=i+l; 
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C.l C code a list of connected nodes 

int k=i; 

{ 

} 

for(i=O;i<dots;i++) 
{ 

for (j=O;j<dots;j++) 

dfs [i] [j]=-1; 

} 

j 1;r=1; 
df s [j] [r J =x [0] ; 
dfs [j] [r+1] [0] ; 

printfC"%d %d ", dfs [jJ [r] ,dfs [jJ [r+1J) ; 
fprintf(c_size,"%d %d lI,dfsUJ [rJ ,dfs[jJ [r+1]); 

ior(i=0;i<k-1; 

{ 

if (x [i +1] ==x [iJ) 

{ 

dfs[jJ [r+2]=y[i+1]; 

printf ("%d ",dis U] [r+2J) ; 
fprintf(c_size,lI%d ",dfs[jJ ); 
r++; 

} 

else 

{ 

j++; 
r=1 ; 
dfs [jJ [r]=x[i+ 
dis [j] [r+1] =y 1J ; 
printi("\n"); 
fprintf(c_size,"\n"); 
printf("%d %d ", dis [jJ [r] ,dfs [j] [r+1J); 
fprintf(csize, "%d %d ",dfs [j] ,dis [j] [r+1J ); 
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C.2 The Python codes for calculating the cluster size distribution for 
networks 135 

} 

} 

printf("\n") ; 
fprintf ,"\n") ; 
fclose(c_ 

} 

C.2 The Python codes for calculating the cluster size 
distribution for networks 

import StringIO 
import sys 
file_iin open('result2.dat','r') 
out_file sys.stdout 
file_out3 open('result3.dat','w') 
lines = [map(int,line.split(» for line in f 

def length_compare (a, b): 
if len (a) len (b) : 

return 0 
elif len(a) < len(b): 

return 1 
else: 

return -1 

lines.sort(cmp length_compare) 
#print lines 

list_num == [] 

0= [J 

for i1 in range (len(lines»: 

include = True 
for i2 in range(il): 

if il i2: 
pass 

iinJ # make lines as int lists 
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C.2 The Python codes for calculating the cluster size distribution for 
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else: 
if len(lines[i1]) > len(lines[i2]): 

for c in lines [i2] : 

else: 

if c in lines[i1]: 
include == False 

for c in lines[i1]: 
if c in lines[i2]: 

include == False 
if include: 

list_num.append(lines[i1J) 
# if not (include): 

# list_num.append(lines[i1]) 
#print list_num 

for line in list_num 
list_num [] 
for i in range (len(line)-1): 

list_num.append(line[i]) 

list_num. sort () 
x 0 

while x < len (list_num) - 1 : 
if list_num[x] list_num[x+1] 

del list_num[x+1J 
else: 

x x + 1 

print 1 
print IICluster of size 

file_out3.close() 
file_iin. closeO 

ile==open('result2.dat' ,'r') 
mlf ile. readlines 0 

[J 

for i1 in range (len(mlf»: 

include True 
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C.2 The Python codes for calculating the cluster size distribution for 
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for i2 in range(i1): 
if i1 i2: 

pass 
else: 

if len(mlf[il]) >= len(mlf[i2]): 
for c in mlf[i2]: 

if c in mlf [ilJ : 
include False 

else: 
for c in mlf[il]: 

if c in mlf [i2J : 
include 

if include: 
list_num.append(mlf[ilJ) 

# if not (include): 
# list_num.append(mlf[ilJ) 

#print list_num 

for line in list_num 
list_num [J 

False 

for i in range (len(line)-l): 
list_num.append(int(line[ )) 

lisLnum. sortO 
x = 0 

while x < len (list_num) - 1 : 
if list_num[x] == list_num[x+l] 

del list_num[x+l] 
else: 

x = x + 1 
print list_num 
print "Cluster of size 

He .closeO 

#import StringIO 
import sys 

= open(l ize.dat','r') 
out_file = sys.stdout 
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file_outl open('result1.dat' ,'w') 
lines = [map(int,line.split() for line in f 
for i, line in enumerate(lines): 

out = [J 
for digit in line: 

out.append(digit) 
# print 'out',out 

for followingline in lines 1:]: 
if digit in followingline: 

inJ # make lines as int lists 

out.extend([x for x in followingline if x != digitJ) 
out_file.writeC' '.join(map(str, out»)+"\n") 
file_out1.write(' '.join(map(str, out)+"\n") 

file_in. closeO 
file_out1.close() 
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